Local students make Honor Roll at Oregon State University

By Oregon State University News, 541-737-4611, Oregonstateuniversitynews@oregonstate.edu


CORVALLIS, Ore. – Names of students who have made the Scholastic Honor Roll Fall 2021 have been announced by Oregon State University.

A total of 8,043 students earned a B-plus (3.5) or better to make the listing. To be on the Honor Roll, students must carry at least 12 graded hours of course work.

Students on the Honor Roll included:

ALABAMA

Alabaster

Riana N. Roper, Junior, Biology.

Auburn

Megan G. Greene, Sophomore, Design & Innovation Management; Samantha O. Hendricks, Post Baccalaureate, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences.

Enterprise

Mie Petersen, Junior, Zoology.

Gulf Shores

Devin L. Shook, Sophomore, Mechanical Engineering.
Alex Six, Post Baccalaureate, Environmental Sciences.

Spanish Fort

Ainsley R. Lambert, Freshman, General Engineering.

ALASKA

Anchorage

Mimi L. Allen, Sophomore, Psychology; William E. Brown, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Valerie K. Brudie, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Kelsie Cheely, Junior, Marketing; Elena R. Eberhardt, Senior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences.

Shelby A. Galipeau, Sophomore, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology; Jayla L. Hepler, Junior, Graphic Design; Grady N. Jones, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences; Fischer K. Kass, Freshman, General Engineering; Cameron J. Lindsay, Freshman, Finance.

Aaron M. Maves, Freshman, Biology; Owen M. Mozen, Freshman, General Engineering; Matthew Patchin, Freshman, Finance; Kyle B. Reem, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Omar B. Secka, Freshman, Economics.

Alexandra Siegmann, Junior, Natural Resources; Thomas S. Sio, Sophomore, Pre-Communication; Kevin J. Southworth, Sophomore, Tourism, Rec, & Adventure Lead; Marina M. Witherell, Freshman, Biology.

Chugiak

Emma C. Nelson, Junior, Business Administration.

Cordova

Cormack Pegau, Senior, Bioengineering.

Eagle River
Otis Eads, Junior, Psychology; William T. Knutson, Junior, Civil Engineering; Grady M. Teller, Sophomore, History.

Ester

Sebastian C. Boice, Junior, Forestry.

Fairbanks

Jacob M. Rauenhorst, Senior, Chemistry; Gabrielle J. Simard, Sophomore, Environmental Econ and Policy.

Homer

Landon W. Bunting, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Koby C. Etzwiler, Junior, Tourism, Rec, & Adventure Lead; Vianne K. Sarber, Freshman, Pre-Graphic Design.

Juneau


Ketchikan

Xanth K. Kirschenman, Senior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences.

Kodiak

Ian Alford, Senior, Natural Resources.

Nome
Erik Handeland, Senior, Computer Science.

Palmer

Boomer Hesley, Senior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences; Sophia E. Nowers, Sophomore, Agricultural Sciences.

Sitka

Audrey E. Saiz, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies.

Sterling

Hannalore G. Morrow, Freshman, General Engineering.

Wasilla

Amy L. Sutcliffe, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences.

ARIZONA

Benson

Garrett W. Roberts, Sophomore, Natural Resources.

Buckeye

Adan G. Sanders, Senior, Kinesiology.

Cave Creek
Ashton Mccarthy, Junior, Zoology.

Chandler

Nya I. Buckner, Senior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology; Ashley Gill, Sophomore, Biology; Tanner J. Smith, Freshman, Management; Meha Virapandiane, Sophomore, Computer Science.

Clifton

Cassidy J. Waters, Senior, Agricultural Sciences.

Flagstaff

Sabine M. Vanderkooi, Senior, Biology.

Gilbert

Natalie Briones, Freshman, Human Development and Family Science; Ngoc Do, Sophomore, Pre-Graphic Design; Avery M. Niu, Sophomore, Human Development and Family Science.

Glendale

Daylynn M. Buntin, Junior, Art; Liliane G. Jetton, Senior, Business Administration.

Goodyear

Jonathan E. Sangillo, Senior, Bioengineering.

Laveen
JayKiya L. Turner, Freshman, Psychology.

Mesa

Kalli M. Verzera, Junior, Biology; Haley M. Wolf, Senior, Ecological Engineering.

Mohave Valley

Kyle T. Evans, Junior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences.

Phoenix

Ryan M. Bernardino, Junior, Ecological Engineering; Sarah M. Craver, Junior, Bioengineering; Solana R. Hernandez, Freshman, Biology; Daniela Howe, Post Baccalaureate, Botany; Jasmine F. Rogers, Junior, Arts, Media, and Technology.

Zoe E. Walker, Sophomore, Creative Writing.

Prescott Vly

Melissa P. Welch, Senior, Environmental Sciences.

Queen Creek

Benjamin A. Foster, Junior, Pre-Forestry.

Scottsdale

Collin B. Cagle, Freshman, Physics; Jonah C. Linnenkamp, Sophomore, Agricultural Sciences; Comet Robinson, Sophomore, Pre-Graphic Design.

Tempe
Jonathan B. Hadley, Junior, Business Analytics.

Tucson

Isabelle C. Bishop, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Lilie M. Gastelum, Freshman, Marine Studies; Andred Rhys, Freshman, Women, Gender, and Sexuality; Jeremy M. Robinson, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Lily R. Vitt, Freshman, Business Administration.

Benjamin A. Ziegler, Sophomore, General Engineering.

Yuma

Christian J. Ortiz, Sophomore, Business Administration; Jose A. Torres, Senior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences.

ARKANSAS

Fayetteville

Kristina F. Arcana, Freshman, Psychology.

Fort Smith

Nicholas D. Brooks, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science.

Harrison

Matthew N. Baren, Freshman, Biological Data Sciences.

Little Rock

Abbey G. Carlson, Junior, Psychology.
Prescott

Sheridan Thompson, Senior, Agricultural Sciences.

CALIFORNIA

Alameda

Amy E. Grimm, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Kristan H. Karinen, Post Baccalaureate, Public Policy; Julianne E. McKenna, Junior, Marketing; Gabriel J. Pendergraft, Freshman, General Engineering; Carlo A. Vukazich, Freshman, General Engineering.

Alamo


Albany

Lukas P. Szumilo, Freshman, Zoology.

Alhambra

Sebastian Gamez-Rocha, Freshman, Environmental Sciences.

Aliso Viejo

Leanna N. Eklund, Senior, Horticulture; Cesar A. Sierra, Senior, Psychology.

Anaheim
Helia Khazeni, Sophomore, Business Administration; Kaycee M. Solorio, Junior, Zoology.

Anderson

Wyatt J. Hein, Senior, Tourism, Rec, & Adventure Lead.

Antelope

Bailey M. Walatka, Senior, Business Administration; Claire Wood, Freshman, Sociology.

Antioch

Payton W. Harty, Sophomore, Psychology.

Apple Valley

Daniel R. Deal, Junior, Psychology; Jenifer Tyndall, Junior, Psychology.

Applegate

Annaliese N. Ballowe, Senior, Marketing.

Aptos

Nicolas J. Gavasse, Freshman, General Engineering; Marie R. Ruso, Junior, Psychology; Jonathan J. Wegrich, Senior, Management.

Arcadia

Jason A. Katsafados, Junior, Business Administration.
Arcata

Jonathon A. Fisher, Junior, Public Policy.

Arroyo Grande

Lauren Giacobine, Senior, Psychology; Darren C. Lusk, Freshman, Microbiology.

Atherton

Ben D. Aguiar, Junior, Kinesiology.

Auburn

Sarah A. Fulton, Sophomore, Business Administration; Annabelle G. Owyoung, Freshman, Environmental Sciences.

Badger

Kristina Duffy, Senior, Horticulture.

Bakersfield

Courtney R. Chronister, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Riley M. Elwell, Sophomore, Computer Science; Phillip R. Kessler, Freshman, General Engineering; MacKenzee D. O'Rear-Marlin, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Kate E. Pafford, Sophomore, Teaching.

Bayside

Benjamin L. Moore, Senior, Kinesiology.
Beaumont

Kiley M. Blumetti, Sophomore, Pre-Interiors; Crystal P. Moncada, Post Baccalaureate, Anthropology.

Belmont

Jake D. Bove, Freshman, Marketing; Sam B. Gurdus, Freshman, General Engineering; Emerson F. Monge, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Chase T. Nilsen, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Thomas Salgado de Almeida L, Junior, History.

Ben Lomond

Emma L. Bisgaard, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies.

Benicia

Ju-Ti C. Buckley, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Reid E. Burford, Sophomore, Business Administration.

Berkeley

Emma M. Bernou, Senior, Kinesiology; Brian Chou, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science; Saidhbh K. O'Shea, Freshman, Psychology.

Bonita

Jackson D. Reaksecker, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Meegan B. Sharp, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science.

Brea
Eric L. Walker, Senior, Chemical Engineering.

Brentwood

Haley E. Bell, Freshman, Sociology; Samantha R. Gallegos, Freshman, General Engineering; Nora M. Whelan, Junior, Psychology.

Burbank

Kaylee Chiang, Freshman, Art; Emma A. Reiter, Senior, Psychology.

Burlingame

Andrew Riviello, Sophomore, Mechanical Engineering; Andrew B. Rosston, Freshman, Economics; Aoife E. Vaughan, Junior, Animal Sciences.

Calexico

Eric Mendez, Post Baccalaureate, Economics.

Camarillo

Deborah H. Miller, Junior, Agricultural Sciences; Luke P. Patterson, Freshman, General Engineering; Sophia M. Taylor, Senior, Sociology.

Cameron Park

Hailey M. Harris, Freshman, Biology.

Campbell

Capitola

Madeleine A. Thatcher, Senior, Psychology.

Cardiff

Gavin C. Flowers, Sophomore, Mechanical Engineering.

Carlsbad

Ashley J. Brewer, Junior, Graphic Design; Adeline R. Hull, Senior, Design & Innovation Management; Reese L. Severson, Freshman, Psychology; Cadi van Zyl, Junior, Business Analytics.

Carmel

Jackson T. Byrne, Freshman, Business Administration.

Carmichael

Caroline K. Waraas, Freshman, Pre-Interiors.

Castaic

Chilu D. Akanno, Junior, Pre-Communication; Hannah A. D'Addario, Sophomore, Psychology.

Castro Valley

Colby S. Lambert, Freshman, Pre-Forestry; Andrew G. Smith, Senior, Forest Engineering.
Cerritos

Kristalyn M. Romulo, Freshman, Digital Communication Arts.

Chatsworth

Yulee H. Haimovitch, Junior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences.

Chico

Michael J. Thompson, Sophomore, Psychology.

Chino

Ashley R. Calton, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science.

Chino Hills

Lindsay N. Lewis, Freshman, Sociology; Drake A. Martin, Sophomore, Nuclear Engineering.

Chula Vista

Sarah A. Carr, Senior, Business Administration; Spencer Dore, Junior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology; Mckenzie A. Heryford, Senior, English; Georgina M. Paez, Sophomore, Creative Writing.

Citrus Heights

Annalise H. Cox, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Hannah B. Tarabanovic, Senior, Economics.
Citrus Hts

Riley M. Glenn, Freshman, General Engineering.

Clayton

Nico J. Doran, Freshman, Psychology.

Cloverdale

Emmett L. Lawson, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

Clovis

Meagen A. Lowe, Junior, Psychology.

Colfax

Lauren N. Peegers, Senior, English.

Concord

Brendan M. Baldocchi, Sophomore, Computer Science; Madeline I. Blackmon, Junior, Public Health; Maximilian J. Ramirez, Freshman, Marketing; Semisi A. Saluni, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies.

Copperopolis

Tori R. Schummer, Freshman, Microbiology.

Corona
Hailey L. Collette, Junior, Nutrition; Dominique J. Duenas, Junior, English; Cassandra G. Ward, Sophomore, Horticulture.

Corte Madera


Costa Mesa

Teal R. Helms, Senior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences.

Cotati

Samwise G. Austin, Freshman, General Engineering.

Covina

Rylee D. Barker, Junior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences; Alyssa M. Hernandez, Freshman, Liberal Studies.

Crescent City

Jennifer Machin, Sophomore, Psychology.

Cupertino

Gwyneth T. Do, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences; Tobias D. Fork, Sophomore, Manufacturing Engineering; Grace R. Jackson, Freshman, Biology.
Daly City

Madison B. Armstrong, Senior, Public Health.

Dana Point

Lillian D. Hubbard, Sophomore, Earth Sciences.

Danville

Melissa E. Alcocer, Senior, Anthropology; Ashley E. Beardmore, Senior, Public Health; Jackson J. Carter, Senior, Finance; Brayden Haldezos, Freshman, General Engineering; Colton Haskins, Junior, Crop and Soil Science.

Graham M. King, Senior, Environmental Engineering; Cole N. La Brie, Junior, Civil Engineering; Leland Mcclure, Freshman, Biology; Nicholas G. Moufarrej, Senior, Industrial Engineering; Matthew J. Murdough, Senior, Finance.

Connor H. Schaumburg, Senior, Business Administration; Richard J. Schreiber, Junior, Business Analytics; Sydney A. Stapel, Senior, Psychology; Elise M. Steingraber, Junior, Graphic Design.

Davis

Nicole G. Barnes, Junior, Microbiology; Caroline L. Brennan, Freshman, Psychology; Dexter Clifton, Freshman, General Engineering; Erika L. Faith, Senior, Environmental Sciences; Na Leifson, Freshman, Zoology.

Samuel S. Luxa, Junior, Political Science; Hallie R. Perlman, Junior, Zoology; Matthew G. Young, Freshman, Finance.

Del Mar

Jesse K. Yu, Freshman, General Engineering.

Dixon
Rebecka C. Velarde, Post Baccalaureate, Zoology.

Duarte

Nicholas J. Michalopoulos, Freshman, Pre-Forestry.

Dublin

Zachary D. Rowen, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies.

Dunsmuir

Caitlin R. Dunbrack, Junior, Psychology.

Eastvale

Yazmeen Mitchell, Post Baccalaureate, French.

El Dorado Hills

Haley E. Krueger, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science; Benjamin A. Reed, Sophomore, Computer Science; Gabriel J. Rivera, Sophomore, Environmental Sciences; Samantha G. Short, Junior, History; Samantha E. Willitts, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science.

El Dorado Hls

Roxlynn Beecher, Freshman, Pre-Graphic Design.

El Segundo

Tyler M. Bell, Sophomore, Natural Resources.
El Sobrante

    Nolan Walchuk, Freshman, Natural Resources.

Elk Grove

    Emily M. Lew, Senior, Kinesiology; Kali M. Taylor, Senior, Psychology.

Encinitas

    Sydney C. Templin, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences.

Encino

    Marcus I. Scheer, Freshman, General Engineering.

Escondido

    Margot K. Trogden, Junior, Psychology.

Etna

    Frank A. Brownell, Freshman, Environmental Sciences; Emily G. Nelson, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science; Brooke L. Smiley, Sophomore, Mathematics.

Eureka

    Grant Apicella, Senior, Philosophy; Frances C. George, Senior, Zoology; Kevin N. Massey, Senior, Natural Resources; Kori D. McCracken, Junior, Forestry.
Fair Oaks

Garret M. Forrester, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Jared Lazar, Freshman, General Engineering; Madelyn R. Lazar, Freshman, Management; Hannah G. Sims, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Sophia R. Torrez, Senior, Industrial Engineering.

Fairfax

Erin F. Armstrong, Sophomore, Animal Sciences.

Fairfield

Jacob E. Barron, Junior, Business Administration.

Fiddletown

Tierra C. Lyman, Senior, English.

Folsom

Nicholas M. Araj, Freshman, General Engineering; Avery M. Arthurs, Sophomore, Marketing; Bradley A. Chung, Sophomore, Architectural Engineering; Elijah Felde, Freshman, Environmental Sciences; Isabella Franklin, Freshman, Business Administration.

Alina S. Kroll, Freshman, English; Elise M. Lanman, Sophomore, Political Science; Peter J. Mckinney, Freshman, Biology; Jackson C. Ryan, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Allison M. Schulte, Freshman, General Engineering.

Fontana

Tadonisha Campos Mejia, Senior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences; Devin J. Strasen, Senior, Horticulture.
Foresthill

Brittney N. Sackett, Senior, Mathematics.

Fortuna

Jared J. Egan, Freshman, Business Administration.

Foster City

Eugene J. Semenza, Senior, Bioengineering.

Fremont

Quinn C. Becker, Junior, Psychology; Myles P. Ebert, Sophomore, Mechanical Engineering; Jessica L. Linde-Goodfellow, Senior, English; Sophia R. Ryals, Senior, Public Health; Taylor R. Stone-Amandi, Sophomore, History.

Fresno

Ryan W. Fiorentino, Freshman, Kinesiology; Abrianna Gomez, Senior, Music; Savannah K. Thomas, Junior, Zoology.

Fullerton

Fidé Cobb, Sophomore, Horticulture; Hallie E. Coleman, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Esther R. Fee, Freshman, Natural Resources; Isaiah G. Rodriguez, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Miles E. Wedemeyer, Sophomore, Computer Science.

Garden Grove
Xander W. Mora, Sophomore, Zoology; Veronica A. Nguyen, Sophomore, Environmental Sciences; Vivian Trinh, Senior, Nutrition.

Gardena

Shea L. Fleetwood, Senior, Bioresource Research.

Gilroy

Natasha Bui, Freshman, Kinesiology; Emily R. Mallough, Sophomore, Psychology.

Glen Ellen

Jane K. Coneybeer, Senior, Agricultural Business Management; Kelsey J. Simonds, Junior, Anthropology.

Glendale

Mason E. Faunce, Freshman, General Engineering; Grant James, Senior, Finance; Jonathan Krol, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science; Jason H. Lee, Senior, Economics.

Gold River

Cody I. Depeel, Freshman, General Engineering; Katie G. Self, Senior, Business Administration.

Goleta

Phoebe A. Naughton, Sophomore, Environmental Sciences; Anthony J. Ranii, Freshman, Political Science.

Granite Bay
Everett R. Hayes, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Holly E. Jackson, Senior, Psychology; Kyra F. Kappos, Sophomore, Earth Sciences; Nick W. Kehoe, Freshman, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences; Conner J. Wallace, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt.

Grass Valley

Emily A. Cook, Sophomore, Biology; Amber J. Jackson, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Jane O'Sullivan, Sophomore, Natural Resources.

Greenbrae

Hudson Barnes, Junior, Business Administration; Hannah R. Dow, Junior, Psychology.

Half Moon Bay

Meilani R. Bolding, Junior, Chemical Engineering; Tanner T. Bye, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Spencer D. Heath, Freshman, General Engineering; Daniel W. Mitchell, Senior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences; Angela D. Shermoen, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies.

Hanford

Rachel A. Wilkins, Junior, Psychology; Matthew R. Wolcott, Sophomore, General Engineering.

Harbor City

Calvin T. Hoo, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science.

Hawthorne

Adriana E. Gutierrez, Junior, English.
Hayward

Amaya K. Bautista, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies.

Healdsburg

Samantha Dawson, Senior, Microbiology; Gabrielle L. Peterson, Junior, Sociology.

Hemet

Ashley G. Acevedo, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Richard J. Olsen, Senior, Finance.

Hesperia

Shannon M. Hilton, Junior, Botany; Brittney E. Lucero, Junior, Zoology.

Hollister

Colette M. Yamaoka, Senior, Biology.

Homewood

Justin J. Alvarado, Sophomore, Social Science.

Hughson

Dominic A. Garcia, Junior, Psychology; Joseph H. Mundt, Junior, Digital Communication Arts.

Huntingtn Beh
Natalee Blau, Freshman, Environmental Sciences; Isabella L. Buck, Freshman, Marketing; Megan E. Zehngut, Freshman, Kinesiology.

Huntington Beach

Kate A. Austin, Sophomore, Psychology; Reid A. Sebby, Senior, Business Administration; Tyler J. Ubl, Senior, Geography & Geospatial Science.

Imperial Beach

Aaron M. Olmos, Senior, Public Health.

Irvine

Karen E. Baek, Junior, Psychology; Megan Connolly, Senior, Psychology; Kent Dana, Sophomore, Environmental Sciences; Benjamin G. Depew, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science; Andrew B. Dillon, Freshman, General Engineering.

Brooke L. Egley, Senior, Environmental Sciences; Marisa Ikehara, Freshman, Psychology; Ryan E. Kelly, Freshman, Business Administration; Gary Lutwen, Post Baccalaureate, Economics.

Keene

Aliya Bayer, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science.

La Canada Flt

Hayden N. Henderson, Freshman, General Engineering.

La Jolla

Alexandre Duclos, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science; Carver D. Heine, Senior, Forest Engineering.
La Mesa

Rachel G. Timmons, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies.

La Puente

David S. Macgregor, Sophomore, Business Administration.

La Quinta

Madison M. O'Barr, Senior, Natural Resources.

Ladera Ranch

Hailey M. Bond, Junior, Natural Resources; Abigail J. Singer, Senior, Psychology.

Lafayette

Nicholas T. Cantwell, Freshman, General Engineering; Edward K. Groszewski, Junior, Psychology; Brady Huchingson, Freshman, Business Administration; Matthew E. Raffel, Junior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Nicholas J. Rynne, Junior, Finance.

Nicholas C. Schirmer, Senior, Management; Jenna E. Sposato, Senior, Food Science and Technology; Nikolo H. Vo, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Daniel H. Wahl, Senior, Environmental Sciences.

Laguna Beach

Torrey P. Menne, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

Laguna Niguel
Joseph S. Moler, Freshman, General Engineering.

Lake Elsinore

Noelle Camara, Senior, Business Administration.

Lake Forest

Easton J. Garcia, Freshman, Business Administration.

Lakeside

Alyssa R. Mannigel, Junior, Spanish.

Lancaster

Aimee K. Bogle, Senior, Computer Science; Mireya M. Vazquez, Junior, Music Studies.

Larkspur

Emerson T. Cole, Junior, Environmental Engineering; Dominique L. D'Ancona, Junior, Psychology; Aura Fairchild, Sophomore, Computer Science.

Lawndale

Shane R. Miller-Smith, Post Baccalaureate, Botany.

Lincoln

Zane Tucker, Senior, Nuclear Engineering.

Livermore

Colby J. Cairel, Freshman, General Engineering; Melanie E. Engberg, Junior, Anthropology; Dominic J. Giuliano, Senior, Bioengineering; Erin Y. Hernandez, Junior, Environmental Sciences; Nicholas R. Ratinho, Senior, Accountancy.

Eamon H. Smith, Junior, Tourism, Rec, & Adventure Lead; Joshua R. Spencer, Junior, Psychology.

Lodi

Seth J. Hillstrom, Freshman, General Engineering.

Lomita

Allison J. Vicelja, Senior, Accountancy.

Long Beach

Andres De Los Santos, Junior, Creative Writing; Kyle D. Esquerra, Senior, Computer Science; Aimee E. Newkirk, Junior, Mathematics; Kathleen T. Phillips, Sophomore, Botany; Owen R. Smith, Freshman, Finance.

Haley E. Super, Freshman, Marketing.

Loomis

Ryan R. Rossetti, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

Los Alamitos
Emma B. Bowen, Junior, Biology; Morgan A. Kalish, Senior, Marketing; Caitlyn L. Wind, Senior, Bioengineering.

Los Altos

Kristina S. Claras, Senior, Bioengineering; Ryan Gaunce, Sophomore, Biology; Jack E. Jenke, Senior, Business Administration; Tyler J. Poulsen, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Peter A. Sage, Sophomore, Mechanical Engineering.

Los Angeles

Carrie L. Barrett, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science; Marc A. Belinga, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Nina Borg, Senior, Natural Resources; Trey Carlson, Sophomore, Digital Communication Arts; Sarah H. Graham, Sophomore, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences.

Eduardo Lopez, Sophomore, General Engineering; Kelly L. McFerren, Senior, Psychology; William B. Mirchoff, Junior, Environmental Sciences; Joanna Molina, Junior, Microbiology; Ella H. Newman, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies.

Nicole S. Streich, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Casimero C. Tanseco, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science.

Los Gatos

Kailee M. Brower, Freshman, Psychology; Alexander M. Findlater, Freshman, Economics; Raenen O. Hansen, Freshman, Women, Gender, and Sexuality; Harrison M. Miller, Junior, Environmental Sciences; Julianne Q. Parsons, Junior, Sociology.

Krystal G. Steiner, Junior, Biology.

Los Molinos

Timothy C. Drury, Junior, Mechanical Engineering.

Los Osos
Jacob M. Rocha, Freshman, General Engineering.

Lotus

Bailey M. Greco, Junior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences.

Madera

Sarah A. Turini, Freshman, General Engineering.

Malaga

Melissa Brock, Senior, Anthropology.

Manhattan Beach

Taylor C. Ettley, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies.

Manteca

Bethany Edrington, Junior, Liberal Studies; Sophia K. Schmiedt, Senior, Civil Engineering.

Marina

Dallas J. Johnson, Junior, History.

Martinez

Kiersten E. Brophy, Senior, Microbiology; Remi Kendig, Senior, Computer Science; Jessica M. McCauley, Senior, Architectural Engineering; Alec Stone, Freshman, Political Science; Alexander J. Wohlford, Freshman, Kinesiology.
Maxwell

Tiffany M. Jenkins, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science.

McKinleyville

Rachel A. Meyer, Freshman, Biology.

Meadow Vista

Eric W. Smith, Senior, Manufacturing Engineering.

Menifee

Chance J. Nolan, Senior, Kinesiology.

Menlo Park

Marcelo A. Salas, Junior, Computer Science; Irene E. Walker, Senior, Environmental Engineering; Albert E. Zeien, Sophomore, Elect & Computer Engineering.

Mission Viejo

Jordan N. Bird, Freshman, Creative Writing; Kuupua H. Jung, Senior, Earth Sciences; Robert L. Landowski, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science; Matthew S. O'Malley-Nichols, Sophomore, Computer Science.

Modesto
Anthony L. Beltran, Senior, Computer Science; Riley C. Browning, Junior, Kinesiology; Kharissa L. Fernando, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science; Zoe A. Morton, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science; Abigail A. Van Klaveren, Freshman, Horticulture.

Monrovia

Andrea M. Nordahl, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Adam R. Woolery, Sophomore, Environmental Sciences.

Montague

Zane T. Walker, Sophomore, Botany.

Montara

Henry True J. Barnes, Senior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences.

Montrose

Runa M. Maeda, Senior, Speech Communication.

Moorpark

Anna C. Hrychyk, Sophomore, Psychology.

Moraga

Audrey E. Concepcion, Senior, Industrial Engineering; Thibault Gourlin, Senior, Kinesiology; Mason P. Gruebele, Freshman, Agricultural & Food Bus Mgmt; Eric C. Moore, Freshman, General Engineering; Connor J. Sullivan, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies.

Tamar Weiss, Freshman, Animal Sciences.
Moreno Valley

Alicia C. Barajas, Junior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences; Daniel J. Carpenter, Junior, Speech Communication.

Mountain View

Artin Lahni, Freshman, General Engineering; Quinn T. Wilson, Junior, Construction Engineering Mgt.

Murrieta

Catie E. Boucher, Senior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences; Ian P. Rose, Senior, Microbiology.

Napa

Sara E. Heinke, Junior, Food Science and Technology; Lexi E. Huckfeldt, Junior, Sociology; Kendall J. Hyatt, Sophomore, Pre-Interiors; Jadyn R. Pando, Senior, Sociology; Anna R. Philips, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Zoe Reynolds, Junior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences; Mario A. Schmutz, Junior, Computer Science; Abram W. Smith, Senior, Horticulture; Makenna E. Walls, Junior, Agricultural & Food Bus Mgmt; Bridget A. Walsh, Junior, Pre-Communication.

Nevada City

Cole J. Retzler, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Hannah A. Wellman, Senior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences.

Newcastle

Jack T. Dolan, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies.
Newhall

   Brianna Murillo, Junior, Psychology.

Newman

   Madison Cabral, Junior, Sociology.

Newport Beach

   Connor J. Buchanan, Senior, Accountancy; Sydney J. Gonzales, Freshman, Marketing; Eliana R. Gottlieb, Freshman, General Engineering; Slater D. Plant, Senior, Accountancy; Rachel E. Ritchie, Sophomore, Psychology.

Novato

   Nicolas G. Haralambidis, Sophomore, Computer Science; Jackson D. Roberts, Freshman, Business Administration; Ashley C. Urrea, Sophomore, Sociology; Gabriella G. Vasquez, Freshman, General Engineering; Delaney J. Wilmott, Senior, Art.

Oak Park

   Rebecca H. Swartz, Freshman, Marine Studies; Christopher C. Weiner, Senior, Computer Science.

Oak Run

   Kristin N. Brees, Freshman, Animal Sciences.

Oak View

   Cayla J. Rosene, Junior, Animal Sciences.
Oakland

Emma L. Calimag-Sisson, Freshman, Digital Communication Arts; Bo S. Chappel, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Bridget W. Larsen, Senior, Zoology.

Oakley

Diego E. Fratus, Junior, Finance.

Oceanside

Viktor D. Medvinsky, Senior, Arts, Media, and Technology; Mick R. Shipman, Senior, Business Administration.

Ontario

Christian O. Aguayo, Sophomore, Mechanical Engineering.

Orange

Erin N. Mongan, Freshman, Animal Sciences; Maxwell Woodruff, Freshman, General Engineering.

Orangevale

Chloe E. Beck, Junior, Zoology.

Pacific Grove

Sophia S. Luckene, Freshman, Zoology.
Pacifica

Austin Davidson, Junior, Kinesiology.

Pacoima

Adrian S. Claro, Freshman, General Engineering.

Palmdale

Mark I. Barrios, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Cierra A. Dawson, Senior, Environmental Sciences; Daniel E. Gillies, Post Baccalaureate, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences; Savannah G. Reyes, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies.

Palo Alto

Madeline H. Dong, Senior, Natural Resources; Paul V. Lipp, Sophomore, Computer Science; David M. Miksztal, Sophomore, Mechanical Engineering; William A. Statler, Sophomore, Mechanical Engineering.

Pasadena

Magdalena A. Galindo, Freshman, Psychology; Hunter Sapienza, Post Baccalaureate, Zoology.

Paso Robles

Vivianna Hernandez Alvarez, Sophomore, Environmental Sciences.

Pebble Beach

Megan E. Grebing, Freshman, Pre-Interiors.
Penngrove

Tristin S. Vanderlind, Sophomore, Business Administration.

Penryn

Rebecca Harmonson, Freshman, Pre-Graphic Design.

Petaluma

James A. Gallagher, Senior, Bioengineering; John M. Herbst, Freshman, General Engineering; Caelan M. Langdon, Junior, Computer Science; Keani R. Schmidt, Freshman, Women, Gender, and Sexuality; David M. Swanson, Sophomore, English.

Reilly J. Williams, Sophomore, Liberal Studies.

Piedmont

Sebastian Mueller, Senior, Environmental Sciences.

Pismo Beach

Christian D. Coleman, Freshman, General Engineering.

Placentia

Elena I. Chavez, Senior, Biology; Leslie S. Harris, Senior, Botany; Michael J. Lerch, Junior, English; Paul B. Schreiner, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Hali Stafford, Post Baccalaureate, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences.

Placerville
Addison A. Getz, Post Baccalaureate, Biology.

Pleasant Hill

Bella L. Giusti, Sophomore, Public Health; Renisha A. Szewczyk, Senior, Psychology; Chuanqi Tong, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Lauren C. Wolf, Junior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences; Rebecca D. Wygal, Senior, Interior Design.

Pleasanton

Daniel J. Bordenave, Junior, Business Administration; Madi Dagen, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Mark P. Iversen, Senior, Graphic Design; Angelina M. Padua, Senior, Psychology; Richard D. Stuver, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science.

Kate Zaine, Freshman, Digital Communication Arts.

Pollock Pines

Paige R. Levi, Junior, Psychology; Kenji Mowrey, Sophomore, Outdoor Products.

Pomona

Sandra Serrato-Zavala, Junior, Psychology.

Port Hueneme

J. Angel M. Knight, Post Baccalaureate, Nutrition.

Porterville

Chloe I. Ross, Freshman, Public Policy.
Portola Valley

    Shannon Fitzgerald, Junior, Kinesiology.

Poway

    Gabriel S. Giorgio, Freshman, Business Administration; Sydni A. Zidarevich, Junior, Digital Communication Arts.

Prunedale

    Anna E. Wheat, Junior, Natural Resources.

Ramona

    Kayla M. Koskenmaki, Senior, Political Science.

Rancho Cucamonga


Rancho Palos Verdes

    Emily L. Ammeraal, Sophomore, Ecological Engineering.

Rancho Santa Fe

    Emma C. Dudley, Junior, Animal Sciences.
Rancho Santa Margari

   Jordan I. McCarty, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Red Bluff

   Maggie L. Winning, Senior, BioHealth Sciences.

Redding

   Carolyn M. Manley, Senior, Business Administration.

Redondo Beach

   Connor M. Bevan, Sophomore, Political Science; Meagan E. Cooley, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Kelsey N. Kirkpatrick, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Cooper E. Lash, Senior, Finance; Maxine Mintz, Junior, Economics.

   Riley A. Straight, Sophomore, Zoology.

Redwood City

   Emily E. Dornik, Senior, Kinesiology; Megan E. Gory, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Kiley L. Graham, Freshman, Political Science; Jordan Ory, Senior, Kinesiology; Raymund Justin M. Santos, Senior, Economics.

Rescue
Erin B. Whelihan, Freshman, Business Administration.

Reseda

Michael R. Alon, Senior, Kinesiology.

Richmond

Richard O. Austin-Castillo, Senior, Agricultural Sciences.

Ridgecrest

Nicholas W. Harper, Junior, Agricultural Sciences.

Riverside

Amanda Byers, Post Baccalaureate, Zoology; Nora J. Graham, Junior, Horticulture; Nicole Smith, Senior, Agricultural Sciences; Bradley J. Thomas, Junior, Computer Science; Eric Villalpando, Senior, Ecological Engineering.

Rocklin

Graham N. Bart, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Allison P. Dorris, Sophomore, Environmental Sciences; Alexander J. Hill, Senior, Apparel Design; Joshua D. Kyser, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science; Reece A. Lewis, Senior, Accountancy.

Camden Q. Murphy, Senior, Kinesiology; Madeline E. Phelps, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Rohnert Park

Reese M. Rasmussen, Freshman, Psychology.
Rosamond

Mariana Lopez, Junior, Liberal Studies.

Roseville

Alexandra V. Avery, Junior, Psychology; Justine A. Bova, Senior, Environmental Sciences; Cooper R. Cerecedes, Junior, Biology; Drake D. Domme, Freshman, General Engineering; David Kaff, Senior, Computer Science.

Stella Kemp, Sophomore, Psychology; Jared D. Law, Freshman, General Engineering; Andrea Melo, Freshman, Business Administration; Macy M. Vincent, Freshman, General Engineering.

Rowland Heights

Jeffrey Wu, Senior, Merchandising Management.

S Pasadena

Julianna R. Chabot, Freshman, Animal Sciences.

S San Fran

Nathan Miles B. Alagao, Junior, Psychology.

Sacramento

Jackson T. Chigbrow, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Jack T. Flaningam, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Oliver Graham, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science; Cora E. Gunari, Junior, Food Science and Technology; Patrick C. McIntee, Junior, Business Information Systems.

Hailee B. Morgan, Senior, Finance; Katherine Y. Park, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Rushil H. Patel, Junior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo; Nils Patrick, Senior, Biology; Emma L. Sears, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science.
Salida

Zarinarae Pearson, Senior, Botany.

San Carlos

Cale J. Hallamasek, Senior, Computer Science; Kimberly R. Lane, Senior, Nutrition; Aaron R. Lewetzon, Senior, Civil Engineering.

San Clemente

Gwenyth N. Jacobs, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Joseph T. Kilpatrick, Junior, Pre-Forest Engineering; Amanda L. Spink, Junior, Biology; Joshua M. Switzer, Freshman, Kinesiology; Joshua J. Tabb, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.


San Diego

Maris S. Amsberry, Senior, Kinesiology; Julianna Arceo, Freshman, Biology; Garret T. Arrieta, Senior, Natural Resources; Christian B. Blanco, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Khadija O. Brink, Senior, Anthropology.

Megan N. Cheever, Senior, Biology; Catalina W. Cruz, Freshman, Business Administration; Ella R. Daugherty, Sophomore, Computer Science; Maeve A. Delgado, Freshman, Environmental Sciences; Sara T. Fallah, Sophomore, Outdoor Products.

Ren Gutierrez, Senior, Psychology; Kaya J. Hoffman, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; William C. Hogue, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Ashley L. Kissinger, Freshman, Public Health; Kai T. Koverchuk, Freshman, General Engineering.

Donnyves Laroque, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science; Jessiny C. MacNeil, Senior, Agricultural Sciences; Sophia R. McGrath, Junior, Merchandising Management; Joseph A. Monaco, Junior, Earth Sciences; Kara D. Presley, Senior, Agricultural Sciences.

Alexandre N. Romanino, Senior, Civil Engineering; Roberto C. Sada, Senior, Economics; Amy M. Salyer, Junior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences; Erin S. Smith, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Evan N. Spoelstra, Freshman, Finance.
Alena J. Stein, Senior, English; Amanda L. Stock, Senior, Computer Science; Luke G. Tasker, Junior, Political Science; Amanda C. Thomas, Senior, Biology; Mary R. Vik, Junior, Civil Engineering.

Robert A. Webb, Senior, Environmental Sciences; Jacob Yen, Sophomore, Spanish.

San Francisco

Steven Au, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science; Kenedi E. Edmunds, Freshman, Zoology; Travis L. Evans, Junior, Tourism, Rec, & Adventure Lead; Jacob S. Jaffe, Junior, Nuclear Engineering; Flynn R. Killen, Senior, Finance.

Michael L. Murad, Junior, Computer Science; Max M. Rickert-Wong, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Quinton J. Williams, Senior, Nuclear Engineering.

San Jose

Samuel J. Albert, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Megan N. Anderson, Senior, Digital Communication Arts; Ian A. Bailey, Senior, Computer Science; Peyton D. Balanay, Junior, Environmental Econ and Policy; Chloe L. Case, Freshman, Digital Communication Arts.

Jacob P. Castillou, Sophomore, Tourism, Rec, & Adventure Lead; Kai-Hsiang Chang, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science; Emily R. Cook, Senior, Graphic Design; Brynley C. Cozzi, Senior, Animal Sciences; Matthew E. DeVaughn, Senior, Bioengineering.

Taryn L. Eng, Freshman, General Engineering; Anthony B. Fong, Freshman, Crop and Soil Science; Grace Fowler, Junior, Computer Science; Christopher B. Fredrick, Freshman, Business Administration; Ryan L. Glennon, Junior, Biology.

Gabriella M. Gonzales, Senior, Kinesiology; Clara M. Graves, Sophomore, Mathematics; Tate Hackett, Freshman, Kinesiology; Karlie G. Henderson, Junior, Digital Communication Arts; Jamie A. Henry, Junior, Environmental Sciences.

Maxim S. Hidzick, Junior, Forestry; Kristen T. Hounshell, Freshman, Kinesiology; Frida Jimenez, Senior, Animal Sciences; Joshua T. Johnson, Senior, Psychology; Daniel I. Lau, Sophomore, Computer Science.

Anya Lee, Sophomore, Mathematics; Seohyun Lee, Senior, Chemistry; Jordan S. Lockhart, Freshman, History; Camille A. Madieros, Senior, Marketing; Mikayla K. Nagy, Freshman, Human Devel and Family Science.

Anna C. O’Hehir, Sophomore, Psychology; Emma K. Parkin, Sophomore, Pre-Interiors; William T. Pense, Senior, Environmental Engineering; Catherine S. Rayer, Freshman, History; Isabella M. Raymond, Freshman, English.
Matthew R. Rix, Freshman, General Engineering; Christopher J. Sagahon Garcia, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Ashley L. Saindon, Senior, Botany; Daina Santos, Sophomore, Zoology; Heather Schaefer, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Nikita Sethi, Senior, Liberal Studies; Joey Soliman, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science; Madison L. Temple, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Aidan B. Thrower, Sophomore, Social Science; Ai Vu, Senior, Computer Science.

Joshua L. Yandoc, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; John C. Zontos, Senior, Computer Science.

San Juan Bautista

Kaylene S. McLaughlin, Freshman, Psychology.

San Leandro

Lauren E. Chantigian, Senior, Sociology; Johnson Huang, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science.

San Luis Obispo

Max H. Billing, Sophomore, Civil Engineering; Ezekiel S. Chapler, Senior, Business Administration; Malia X. Gin, Junior, Kinesiology; Susan L. Kennedy, Senior, Public Health; Sara J. McDonald, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies.

Anneke M. Moersdorf, Junior, Kinesiology.

San Martin

Sophia A. Weissinger, Freshman, Sociology.

San Mateo

Owen R. McKee, Freshman, General Engineering.

San Pedro
Sara A. Brunac, Sophomore, English.

San Rafael

Alaina N. Arrington, Senior, Animal Sciences; Elliott T. Scheuer, Junior, Geography & Geospatial Science; Wilson L. Weisenburg, Freshman, History.

San Ramon

Reide E. De Vilbiss, Sophomore, Marketing; Ryan J. Hurcombe, Senior, Business Information Systems.

Santa Ana

Joseph T. Delaney, Freshman, Finance; Paul J. Teng, Junior, Natural Resources; Brandon T. Ward, Junior, Psychology.

Santa Barbara

Kate E. Bildsten, Senior, Horticulture; Weston A. Bryan, Post Baccalaureate, Environmental Sciences; Sean T. Geser, Junior, Arts, Media, and Technology; Kenny Igbechi, Junior, Computer Science; Justin Lamb, Post Baccalaureate, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences.

Liana C. Mueller, Senior, Environmental Sciences; Isaac P. Stone, Junior, Kinesiology.

Santa Clara

Tiffany Corridan, Senior, Liberal Studies; Sarah C. Kaufman, Freshman, Kinesiology; Ashley N. Santos, Senior, Biology; Alana M. Sayare, Senior, Psychology; Jackson W. Stiver, Senior, Music Studies.

Santa Clarita
Robert J. Brymer, Sophomore, Sociology; Adam M. Rodriguez, Junior, Finance.

Santa Cruz

Dillon Cambra, Freshman, General Engineering; Marielle S. Friedman, Senior, Mathematics; Alexis Z. Hadinger, Freshman, Environmental Sciences; Charles N. Neerdaels, Junior, Finance; Hannah R. Robinson, Sophomore, Kinesiology.

John W. Von Worley, Freshman, General Engineering; Pushya F. Wahl, Junior, Sociology.

Santa Maria

Dominic A. Partida, Senior, Civil Engineering; Megan R. Widle, Senior, Natural Resources.

Santa Rosa

Garrett D. Donnelly, Sophomore, Finance; Ryan P. Duffy, Junior, Environmental Engineering; Trevyn C. Exley, Senior, Computer Science; Remi N. Foggetti, Senior, Outdoor Products; Charles P. Johnston, Senior, Chemical Engineering.

Carter T. MacNab, Junior, Computer Science; Hannah R. Stenerson, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Saratoga

Jerame Kim, Senior, Computer Science; Kellie J. McCuistion, Sophomore, Psychology; Evan W. O'Brien, Junior, Kinesiology.

Scotts Valley

Nicole Christensen, Freshman, Horticulture; Camilla A. Lauridsen, Freshman, Marketing; Seth R. O'Brien, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

Sebastopol
Thomas A. Baty, Junior, Finance; Gillian A. Campbell, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Catherine C. De La Paz, Senior, Psychology; Nicholas A. Miller, Junior, Mechanical Engineering.

Sherman Oaks

Tristan D. Schneidereit, Post Baccalaureate, Botany.

Simi Valley

Alicia M. Leon, Sophomore, Pre-Interiors; Kaitlyn A. Lewis, Junior, Public Health; Leah V. Nohrenberg, Senior, Spanish.

Sn Bernrdno

Devyn A. Lopez, Junior, Sociology.

Sn Luis Obisp

Camryn L. Kay, Freshman, Kinesiology; Grace M. Rubio, Freshman, English.

Sonoma

Stella Rose Sherburn, Freshman, Pre-Graphic Design.

Sonora

Evan Quaglino, Sophomore, Biology.
Gabriel S. Milbourn, Freshman, Business Administration.

South Lake Tahoe

William L. Romsos, Junior, Horticulture.

Spring Valley

Phoenix M. Brealey, Senior, Civil Engineering.

Stockton

Abigail A. Delucchi, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science; Gloria Gonzalez Gomez, Junior, Psychology.

Suisun City

Kayla Yvana M. Gacosta, Junior, Environmental Engineering; Brandon M. Pavloski, Post Baccalaureate, Education.

Sunnyvale

Adam W. Carlson, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Liam Colwell, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Olivia E. Corwin, Freshman, General Engineering; Lukas S. Dohse, Sophomore, Chemical Engineering; Jack Gallivan, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science.

Riley E. Garnett, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Lindsey K. Ma, Sophomore, Design & Innovation Management; Mark K. Merrem, Sophomore, Environmental Engineering; Christopher G. Pearson, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Blake P. Riemenschneider, Freshman, Pre-Forestry.

Kevin R. Rossel, Freshman, General Engineering.

Sunol
Timur O. Guner, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science.

Taft

McKenlee Wescott, Junior, Sociology.

Tarzana

Daniel E. Spence, Senior, Natural Resources.

Tehachapi

Sydni M. Burt, Senior, Psychology; Sydni J. Marsh, Junior, Botany; Kamryn J. Sherman, Sophomore, Environmental Sciences.

Temecula

Natalia A. Catena, Junior, Psychology; Angelo Purpura, Junior, Business Administration; Lindsey R. Schell, Senior, Kinesiology; Lexia M. Smith, Senior, Psychology.

Templeton

Grace G. Blackburn, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Sydney R. Pruitt, Senior, Psychology.

Thousand Oaks

Anjulena D. Bagga, Junior, Psychology; Alina Baquar, Freshman, Psychology; Hasan S. Baquar, Senior, Kinesiology; Cameron G. Bigelow, Senior, Zoology; Kyle F. Clancy, Freshman, Kinesiology.

Parker Clemons, Sophomore, Tourism, Rec, & Adventure Lead; Mitchell S. Craig, Sophomore, Tourism, Rec, & Adventure Lead; Christopher J. Flood, Senior, Chemistry.
Topanga

Lucas J. Cooper Murray, Junior, Mechanical Engineering.

Torrance

Arezo Amini, Junior, Digital Communication Arts; Elma M. Lima, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences; Mae A. Trice, Sophomore, Zoology.

Trabuco Cyn

Aaron M. Sanchez, Freshman, General Engineering.

Tracy

Thomas H. Nguyen, Freshman, Engineering Science; Daisy M. Rodriguez, Freshman, Zoology.

Truckee

Megan E. Wutzke, Junior, Environmental Sciences.

Tujunga

Marcelino E. Martinez, Senior, Kinesiology.

Tulare

Kennedy F. Fien, Senior, Psychology.

Tustin
Kyle J. Annen, Freshman, Biology; Thomas R. St George, Sophomore, Business Administration.

Twentynine Palms


Ukiah

Jessica Jacquin, Junior, Agricultural Sciences.

Upland

Sarah E. Haendiges, Freshman, Management.

Vacaville

Faith M. Townsend, Junior, Environmental Sciences.

Valencia

Celeste A. Anderle, Freshman, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences; Danielle K. Bricker, Senior, Zoology; Sophia E. Bruno, Freshman, General Engineering; Lacey C. Donahue, Junior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology; Emily N. Gallegos, Freshman, Psychology.

Maddie S. Jensen, Freshman, Psychology; Owen K. Needham, Sophomore, Zoology; Clinton J. Springer, Post Baccalaureate, Natural Resources.

Vallejo

Richard A. Coucoules, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science; Hannah Greendale, Senior, Liberal Studies; Sophia A. Maionchi, Sophomore, Political Science.
Van Nuys

Shayden E. Spale, Freshman, Political Science.

Vandenberg AFB


Venice

Lisa R. Wooden, Junior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences.

Ventura

Joseph G. Olivo, Junior, Philosophy; Isabel V. Rose, Senior, Environmental Sciences.

Victorville


Visalia

Adriana I. Aguayo, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Delilah C. Gutierrez, Freshman, Animal Sciences; Joshua D. Minyard, Senior, Computer Science; Brooke L. Ruby, Junior, Horticulture.

Vista

Brianna D. Noble, Junior, Liberal Studies; Jordan Sipes, Senior, Philosophy.
Walnut

Jessica C. Zimecki, Senior, Animal Sciences.

Walnut Creek

Grace Bridges, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Katie A. Hicks, Sophomore, Business Administration; Martin Jimenez, Freshman, Marketing; Logan S. Kulisch, Sophomore, Biology; Alex T. Quarenghi, Freshman, Psychology.

Madeleine R. Quinn, Senior, Bioengineering; Rachel L. Rosenbaum, Freshman, Marketing; Kate E. Slone, Freshman, Business Administration; Gina L. Trent, Freshman, Kinesiology.

Watsonville

Morgan Leon, Junior, Sociology.

West Hills

Alan Kriger, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Carson J. Malm, Junior, Environmental Engineering.

Whittier

Samantha B. Amador, Senior, Bioresource Research; Rose Rodarte, Senior, Computer Science; Athena Roos, Senior, Political Science.

Willows

Christopher Debo, Junior, Spanish; Katherine A. Taylor, Senior, Food Science and Technology.

Windsor
Michael R. Garduno, Senior, Geography & Geospatial Science; Sean R. Stoesser, Junior, Biology.

Winters

Dominic Rodriguez, Freshman, Arts, Media, and Technology.

Woodland Hills

Alanna N. Celaya, Sophomore, Kinesiology.

Woodside

Andrew L. Fizek, Junior, Anthropology.

Yorba Linda

Chayse A. Gomez, Sophomore, English; Brynn T. Johnson, Freshman, Biology.

Yreka

Lisa N. Hall, Junior, Kinesiology.

Yuba City

Joshua E. Galyean, Freshman, General Engineering; Gabrielle M. Stadem, Senior, Natural Resources.
Yucaipa

Ryan Barrie, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt.

Yucca Valley

Cody Coughlan, Junior, Zoology.
COLORADO

Arvada

  Hailie J. Arnold, Freshman, Human Devel and Family Science; Ethan A. Herr-Williams, Sophomore, Mechanical Engineering; Daniel J. Morin, Freshman, Pre-Forestry; Alexander D. Van Lewen, Junior, Environmental Sciences.

Aurora

  Ryan A. Auld, Junior, Bioresource Research; Erin M. Drumm, Senior, Ecological Engineering; Jacob D. Frazzini, Freshman, Kinesiology; Mahayla L. Griggs, Sophomore, Animal Sciences; Marin E. Head, Sophomore, Business Administration.

      Bradley S. Shepard, Junior, History; Holly M. Thompson, Freshman, Pre-Graphic Design; Ellia N. Woolard, Freshman, Biology.

Boulder

  Riley A. Greer, Senior, Art; Connor W. Hanson, Freshman, Natural Resources; Kai J. O'Leary, Junior, Ecological Engineering; Kelsey M. Webster, Senior, Sociology; Haven A. Wisner, Freshman, Design & Innovation Management.

Buena Vista

  Jane E. Mortimer, Freshman, History.

Carbondale

  Lauren E. Murphy, Senior, BioHealth Sciences.

Castle Rock
Sophia Quam, Freshman, History; Makena K. Vetter, Sophomore, General Engineering.

Centennial

Renee H. Waldren, Junior, Animal Sciences.

Colo Spgs

Love M. Fraijo-Meschelle, Freshman, Microbiology.

Colorado Spgs

Kai A. Bentley, Freshman, General Engineering; Emma Bessemer, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Alexis R. Bodenberger, Freshman, Biology; Skyler T. Morgan, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Kera Nelson, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies.

Kate E. Raber, Freshman, Outdoor Products; Adison W. Rowe, Freshman, Environmental Sciences; Brenna M. Sanchez, Freshman, Kinesiology; Theresa Stenquist, Junior, Environmental Sciences.

Colorado Springs

Kelley N. Asselin, Senior, Environmental Sciences; Madeline D. Brown, Senior, Psychology; Alanna J. Langness, Sophomore, Computer Science; Laurel E. Smith, Junior, Natural Resources.

Denver

Cesar Carbajal, Freshman, General Engineering; Dominique Contreras, Junior, Zoology; Caitlin Gallik, Freshman, Environmental Sciences; Emma J. Grinstead, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Bryan T. Gronberg, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science.

Carter S. Martin, Sophomore, Pre-Forest/Civil Engineering; Glenna V. Rapp, Freshman, Environmental Sciences; Kristiana Sotiriou, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science; Spencer K. Tanenholtz, Junior, General Engineering; Kaya A. Troyer, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies.

Trinity T. Vargas, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences.
Edwards

Spencer D. Wise, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science.

Erie

Nevaeh M. Stanesa, Sophomore, Business Administration.

Evergreen

Kari L. Hoy, Freshman, Political Science.

Fort Collins

Lucy J. Allen, Freshman, Psychology; Thea J. Herrick, Sophomore, General Engineering; Alexander T. Holly, Freshman, General Engineering; Abigail Hughes, Post Baccalaureate, Horticulture; Uwe A. Keist, Post Baccalaureate, Economics.

Ethan R. Loy, Sophomore, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology; Piper R. Nunn, Senior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences; Sabine Rincker, Sophomore, Environmental Sciences; Brendan Ryan, Senior, Kinesiology; Gabrielle R. Schlepp, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies.

Joseph J. Slade, Senior, Psychology; Grace E. Spencer, Sophomore, Food Science and Technology; Colin C. Zorigian, Senior, Business Administration.

Fountain

Mainoah-Zander T. Muna, Freshman, General Engineering.

Frisco

Cole N. Sakata, Junior, General Engineering.

Glenwood Spgs
Taber M. Uyehara, Freshman, Kinesiology.

Golden

Mayah M. Baker, Sophomore, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences; Carley E. Beeman, Freshman, Chemistry; McKenzie M. Gallagher, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Lauren K. Letzsch, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Eleanor G. Messerli, Sophomore, Kinesiology.

Grand Jct

Cade Moseley, Sophomore, Energy Systems Engineering; Destiny Wrich, Sophomore, Biology.

Gunnison

Erin B. Medina, Freshman, Biology.

Gypsum

Jennelle M. Andersen, Senior, Bioengineering.

Hghlnds Ranch

Isabel Q. Kiefert, Freshman, Environmental Sciences.

Highlands Ranch

Kyla E. Anderson, Freshman, Nutrition; Sydney M. Calla, Freshman, Biology; Kate Zinke, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies.

Hotchkiss
Adair Ela, Freshman, Psychology.

Johnstown

Megan Davis, Freshman, Zoology; Alyssa Depperschmidt, Junior, Zoology.

Lafayette


Lakewood

Mckenzie Y. Bourn, Sophomore, Computer Science; Brynn E. Hylden, Freshman, General Engineering; Eric J. Steneroden, Junior, Psychology; Hayden T. Still, Senior, Graphic Design.

Laporte

Alex Varela, Senior, History.

Larkspur

Carissa M. O'Donnell, Freshman, Environmental Econ and Policy.

Littleton

Katelyn M. Banks, Freshman, Psychology; Jenna E. Long, Post Baccalaureate, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences; Grant N. Marschall, Sophomore, Biology; Angus X. Nicholson, Freshman, General Engineering; Kellie R. Roth, Senior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo.

Gwyn A. Scalet, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Carly M. Spotts, Junior, Outdoor Products.
Longmont

Jackelyn Alessi, Senior, Natural Resources; Sasha L. Delman, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences; Jessica L. Lucas, Junior, Digital Communication Arts; Aspen M. McCallum, Junior, Art; Zoey Q. Stowe, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences.

Louisville

David M. Celano, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Jared M. Schnee, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Maeve Wayne, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences.

Loveland

Emma E. Houckes, Freshman, Biology.

Monument

Jake T. Babbitt, Sophomore, Zoology; Madeline F. Courville, Senior, Psychology.

Northglenn

Mya Romero, Junior, Zoology.

Ouray

Hunter Maclennan, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies.

Parker
Tyanna N. Fox, Freshman, Earth Sciences; Michelle Lucas, Junior, Zoology; Meadow A. Moses, Freshman, Natural Resources; Cait Philpott-Jones, Junior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences; Tyler J. Sage, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies.

Pine

Chloe H. Petitpas, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies.

Pueblo

Angela A. Diego-Domingo, Freshman, General Engineering; Grant E. Willits, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Hunter S. Willits, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

Snowmass Village

Carl N. Fitzpatrick, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science.

Wellington

Grace Amidon, Sophomore, Political Science.

Westminster

Chelsie L. Emmerson, Freshman, Nutrition; Aidyn G. Hoffman, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences.

Woodland Park

Courtney N. Gonzalez, Freshman, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences.
CONNECTICUT

Berlin

   Gabrielle P. Foster, Freshman, Earth Sciences.

Bolton

   Emily E. Aspinall, Junior, Animal Sciences.

Fairfield

   Eleanor M. Roberts, Junior, Political Science.

Lebanon

   Cameron Jaks, Senior, Natural Resources.

New London

   Nicholas A. Anderson, Junior, Economics.

Norwich

   Calvin L. Cressman, Sophomore, Nuclear Engineering; Allen T. Keller, Junior, Environmental Econ and Policy.

Redding

   Jason T. Smith, Junior, Zoology.
Southington

Avery Kroft, Junior, Psychology.

Windsor

Todd Dewald, Post Baccalaureate, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Washington

Kevin Barnes, Senior, Economics; Sophia V. Cai, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science; Frances L. Jensen, Freshman, Agricultural Sciences; Amanda K. Kartano, Junior, Anthropology; Olivia C. Wood, Freshman, Human Devel and Family Science.
FLORIDA

Clermont


Cutler Bay

  Danielle M. Puga, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science.

Dover

  Kaden T. Fritzler, Sophomore, Geography & Geospatial Science.

Ft Lauderdale

  John Dunmore, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies.

Marathon

  River E. Fullhart, Sophomore, Business Administration.

Miami

  Tracy L. Onufer, Post Baccalaureate, Food Science and Technology.

Ocala

  Kristen W. Allard, Sophomore, Environmental Sciences.
Pensacola

Michaela De Klerk, Senior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences.

Saint Petersburg

Garrett L. Harris, Senior, Biology.

Santa Rosa Beach

Mia L. McAdams, Senior, Tourism, Rec, & Adventure Lead.

Tampa

Kirsten M. Jones, Senior, Botany.

Valrico

Lauren C. Hanley, Junior, Environmental Sciences.

Vero Beach

Donraj M. Johnson, Senior, Apparel Design.

Wesley Chapel

Madison L. Chow, Freshman, Horticulture.

West Palm Beach
Shawna D. McNary, Junior, Liberal Studies.

Weston

Morgan Carr, Junior, Psychology.
GEORGIA

Athens

Sadie E. Shamblin, Senior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences.

Atlanta

Lindsey P. Rutter, Senior, Psychology; Zachary F. Stevenson, Senior, Computer Science.

Augusta


Columbus

Ashwin Thiruppathi, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science.

Cumming

Benjamin E. Kahn, Freshman, Zoology.

Duluth

Courtney Isaac, Sophomore, Botany.

Fayetteville

Alexandria D. Seda, Sophomore, Environmental Sciences.
Fort Gordon

Jess Cerra, Junior, French.

Grovetown

Kelsey A. Winters, Senior, Environmental Sciences.

Kennesaw

Riley Lane, Junior, Horticulture.

Midway

Nya Clay, Sophomore, Computer Science.

Milledgeville

Samantha G. Peterson, Sophomore, Horticulture.

Pooler

Mary Howell, Senior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences.

Roswell

Bernadette M. Mitchell, Post Baccalaureate, Environmental Sciences.

Sandy Springs
Briana Rose, Post Baccalaureate, Natural Resources.

Savannah

Madeline F. Pierce, Junior, Liberal Studies.
GUAM

Dededo

Brandy Deliguin, Freshman, Horticulture.

Tamuning

Lance Gabriel D. Adriano, Senior, Computer Science.
HAWAII

Aiea

Chanel Akazawa, Freshman, Design & Innovation Management; Kaiela Xianelle P. Fabros, Junior, Psychology; Kelsey M. Floyd, Senior, Environmental Sciences; Remi S. Komagata, Freshman, Kinesiology; Travis Moriki, Senior, Kinesiology.

Kaily Y. Trinidad, Junior, BioHealth Sciences.

Ewa Beach

Britany V. Clements, Senior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences; Joyamae C. Follero, Junior, Psychology; Chara K. Kekona, Senior, Interior Design; Charlemagne P. Martinez, Sophomore, Computer Science; Cassy H. Sugita, Freshman, General Engineering.

Haiku

Angela N. Dimon, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science; Summer Wong, Freshman, Political Science.

Hilo

Bobby B. Castillo, Freshman, Business Administration; Tahnbee M. Chang, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Ryenne K. Cordeiro, Freshman, Creative Writing; Raynn N. Dangaran, Sophomore, Sociology; Isaac K. Inouye, Freshman, General Engineering.

Jaycee K. Iwasaki, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Charity K. Kahai, Senior, Architectural Engineering; Kara W. Nagato, Sophomore, Accountancy; Michelle T. Vintero, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences.

Honolulu

Jase D. Arakaki, Freshman, General Engineering; Lauren A. Arakaki, Senior, Accountancy; Zoie I. Asato, Freshman, General Engineering; Maddielynn A. Bee, Sophomore, Environmental Sciences; Jacob S. Bernstein, Junior, Civil Engineering.
Sam Chang, Sophomore, English; Kai S. Cheng, Freshman, General Engineering; Alissa H. Chon, Senior, Kinesiology; Nicholas Dally, Senior, Business Administration; Fabian Francis, Freshman, Business Analytics.

Hunter T. Fujiwara, Senior, Biology; Gabrielle M. Gudoy, Junior, Public Health; Keoe M. Hoe, Freshman, Botany; Jo Yun Hsu, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Holly N. Jackson, Junior, Tourism, Rec, & Adventure Lead.

Timothy J. Jan, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science; Charissa M. Kau, Freshman, General Engineering; Rayna K. Kau, Freshman, Nutrition; Jenna Kent, Senior, Anthropology; Evann T. Kobashigawa, Junior, Mechanical Engineering.


Isabella M. Nelson, Freshman, Chemistry; Carter K. Ogino, Junior, Accountancy; Kimberly A. Oshiro, Sophomore, Digital Communication Arts; Jillian H. Ota, Senior, Biology; Franklyn Grant H. Overton, Senior, Botany.

Hailey G. Oyadomari, Junior, Kinesiology; Ryder N. Rebibis, Sophomore, Graphic Design; Russell F. Robinson, Freshman, Tourism, Rec, & Adventure Lead; Joseph O. Scales, Sophomore, Political Science; Owen K. Vita, Freshman, General Engineering.


Kahului

Marigold D. Baldonado, Freshman, Digital Communication Arts; Cameron J. Kar, Freshman, Political Science; Devon-Eric A. Lee, Senior, Kinesiology; Breanna Marie L. Taguchi, Sophomore, Marketing; George Emil C. Villanueva, Junior, Mechanical Engineering.

Kailua

Tanner M. Choy, Sophomore, General Engineering; Stryder K. Garrett, Freshman, General Engineering; Grace L. Kreitzer, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Joshua T. Machida, Sophomore, Biology; Ashley Marxsen, Junior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences.

Owen M. Williams, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

Kailua Kona

Kalaheo

Elaine Zamora, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science.

Kaneohe

Marc A. Gonzalez, Freshman, General Engineering; Tyler J. Kulinski, Freshman, General Engineering; Kelli R. Nekomoto, Sophomore, Business Administration; Brenden Y. Nugent, Senior, Sociology; Kai Nushida, Freshman, Business Administration.

Justin D. Shuman, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

Kapaa

Kailee N. Bush, Senior, Environmental Engineering; Troy C. Johnston, Junior, Natural Resources.

Kapolei

Jenna H. Domingo, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Jason L. Fukuba, Senior, Civil Engineering; Jenny Hecker, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science; Shane D. Kady, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Tori P. Kekoa-Albert, Junior, Kinesiology.

Sebastian E. Rodriguez-Namen, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

Kihei

Alexander K. Austin, Senior, English; Hudson W. Jackson, Sophomore, Biology.

Kula
Logan P. English, Freshman, Ethnic Studies; Adrianna Rivera, Senior, Political Science.

Lahaina

Jasmine L. Cabanilla, Senior, Psychology; Matthew D. DeMichele, Senior, Computer Science; Ka'elo K. Lindsey, Senior, Apparel Design; Ruby K. O'Donnell, Senior, Hospitality Management; Lily Tran, Senior, Business Information Systems.

Lihue

Jonah M. Cadiz, Freshman, General Engineering; Rachel R. Dressler, Junior, History; Daniel Morden, Freshman, General Engineering; Brennen M. Omoto, Freshman, General Engineering; Anakin G. Zingray, Freshman, General Engineering.

Makawao

Richard Haney, Freshman, Management; Ty I. Otani, Freshman, Kinesiology.

Mililani


Ashlyn M. Kashima, Senior, Civil Engineering; Stephanie K. Matsumoto, Senior, Kinesiology; Chase Y. Miyagi-Machida, Freshman, General Engineering; Aryanee Y. Murakami, Freshman, Nutrition; Chloe H. Oshiro, Junior, Horticulture.

Maya S. Otsu, Senior, Environmental Sciences; Bryant T. Shitabata, Freshman, General Engineering; Alissa S. Vasper, Senior, Biology; Micah S. Watanabe, Freshman, Finance; Kaileah E. Yoshimoto, Freshman, Food Science and Technology.

Pearl City
Jennifer K. Miwa, Freshman, General Engineering; Natalie S. Nakamura, Freshman, Human Development and Family Science; Tutasi V. Willy, Freshman, General Engineering; Austin K. Yamasaki, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Jenna M. Yoshimoto, Freshman, Business Administration.

Wahiawa

Gunnar Egge, Junior, Computer Science; Samantha S. Egge, Sophomore, Computer Science.

Waialua

Amanda Alton, Freshman, Business Administration; Caitlyn K. Arango, Freshman, General Engineering.

Waianae

Cheyenne K. Sturm, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences.

Waikoloa

Kasey L. Gacayan, Freshman, Business Analytics.

Wailuku

Teaoni-Abcde Medeiros-Hoshino, Junior, Political Science.

Waimanalo

Samuel S. Gilbert, Senior, Art.

Waipahu
Robinson J. Baniqued, Junior, Business Administration; Mikayla H. Barnthouse, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Alyssa H. Estenson, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Jeremiah C. Estrada, Senior, Digital Communication Arts; Ethan C. Hashimoto, Freshman, General Engineering.

Chloe A. Onato, Freshman, Animal Sciences; Jacob R. Oshita, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Seth K. Sugimoto, Senior, Civil Engineering; Kaitlyn R. Urasaki, Sophomore, Merchandising Management; Darin R. Villeza, Freshman, Design & Innovation Management.
IDAHO

Boise

Eric T. Albert, Sophomore, Biology; Jessica Byres, Sophomore, Tourism, Rec, & Adventure Lead; Kayla A. Carlson, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Emma V. Donnelly, Senior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences; Olivia P. Gehrke, Sophomore, General Engineering.

Lily J. Giordano, Sophomore, Art; Ainsley E. Holland, Freshman, Pre-Apparel; Sydney A. Lowe, Sophomore, General Engineering; Quinn C. Lydon, Sophomore, Mathematics; Allison M. Martz, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

Kendra J. McDaniel, Freshman, Business Administration; Stanley K. Mpoyi, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science; Dylan W. Pike, Freshman, General Engineering; Nikita L. Rubocki, Senior, Computer Science; Audrey A. Sand, Sophomore, Psychology.

Adeline H. Schneider, Sophomore, General Engineering; Maxwell Spielman, Freshman, General Engineering; Krista M. Suarez, Freshman, Business Administration; Eh K Prew Wah, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences; Nicholas G. Warren, Freshman, Biochemistry and Biophysics.

Sash Weese, Senior, Environmental Sciences; Carly I. Werdel, Senior, Environmental Sciences.

Coeur D’Alene

Cooper D. Barnes, Freshman, Environmental Sciences.

Eagle

Carson T. Barry, Senior, Marketing; Elyse M. Cohen, Junior, General Engineering; Jessica L. Fujinaga, Junior, Kinesiology; Charles T. Hastriter, Freshman, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences; Billie C. Ringert, Sophomore, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo.

Kaila M. Yacuk, Sophomore, Nutrition.

Garden City

Lauren J. Brougher, Senior, Apparel Design.

Idaho Falls
Hayden Snyder, Freshman, General Engineering.

Kuna

Jayson A. Hibbard, Senior, Economics.

Meridian

Hannah G. Berger, Junior, Rangeland Sciences; Aidan J. Broyles, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Sophie M. Gaul, Senior, Industrial Engineering; Hunter A. Jackson, Senior, Civil Engineering; Keegan L. Oyler, Sophomore, Business Administration.

Amanda T. Rice, Junior, Hospitality Management; Dylan G. Shaner, Junior, BioHealth Sciences.

Middleton

Bryce E. Gabbard, Post Baccalaureate, Animal Sciences.

Moscow

Sophia M. Monroe, Freshman, Finance.

Nampa

Brooklyn J. Legg, Senior, Renewable Materials; Nicole A. Moffat, Senior, Agricultural Sciences.

Pocatello

Olivia M. Arvas, Sophomore, Environmental Sciences; Madeline A. McCurdy, Freshman, Public Health.
Post Falls

Kelsey A. Marmon, Freshman, Business Administration; Kyler O'Connor, Sophomore, Anthropology.

Rathdrum

Cera Mcintire, Freshman, Horticulture.

Richfield

Hunter Hendren, Sophomore, Food Science and Technology.

Rigby

Elexis Nicholas, Freshman, General Engineering.

Rockland

Naia T. Evans, Freshman, Horticulture; Trevor Mingo, Senior, Crop and Soil Science.

Salmon

Hannah G. Natelson, Freshman, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences.

Star

Christopher D. Peterman, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science.
ILLINOIS

Barrington

Richard W. Gibson, Junior, Business Administration.

Bartlett

Andrew L. Grabacki, Freshman, Pre-Forestry.

Bolingbrook

Ashley Castaneda, Senior, Horticulture.

Carbondale

Scott T. Golz, Sophomore, Mechanical Engineering; Adam Ollar, Sophomore, Computer Science.

Champaign

Sabrina D. Rochnowski, Junior, Business Administration; Mark H. Ser, Senior, Computer Science.

Chicago

Robert S. Allnutt, Post Baccalaureate, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences; Fahad Awan, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science; Marissa R. Druzbanski, Post Baccalaureate, Zoology; Destiny A. Franklin, Senior, Psychology; Connor H. Hollenbach, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science.

Edward Htoon, Senior, Computer Science; Terian Koscik, Post Baccalaureate, Botany; Nadege Rochelemagne, Senior, Anthropology; Jennifer G. Zumann, Senior, Anthropology.

Crystal Lake
Sharon M. Brady, Senior, Liberal Studies.

Evanston

Charlie Morris, Senior, Liberal Studies.

Fox River Grv

Abigail E. Williams, Freshman, Business Administration.

Glenview


Lake Zurich

Paige E. Orals, Sophomore, Environmental Sciences.

Lockport

Abigail R. Grabenhofer, Freshman, Botany; Shane R. Kelly, Junior, Psychology.

Marseilles

Nalia Warmack, Junior, History.

Naperville

Greta M. Kampschroeder, Freshman, Design & Innovation Management.
Neponset

Jacque Legorreta, Junior, Computer Science.

Princeville

Diamond M. Altman, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt.

Quincy

Lindsey M. French, Sophomore, Zoology.

Rockford

Jackie L. Sreenan-Powell, Senior, Business Administration.

Saint Joseph

Danielle Almaraz, Senior, Psychology.

Vernon Hills

Ryan A. Schofield, Junior, Mechanical Engineering.

Villa Park

Shanti M. Lindberg, Senior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences.

Wheaton
Andrew J. Baise, Senior, Energy Systems Engineering.

Winfield

Brett A. Kohler, Senior, Computer Science.

Winnetka

Elisabeth Balusek, Senior, Psychology.

INDIANA

Boonville


Crown Point

Kristin N. Murphy, Freshman, Sociology.

Delphi

Alexandria J. Anthony-Bolen, Junior, Psychology.

Franklin

Austin Slattery, Sophomore, Computer Science.

Granger
Faihaan Arif, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science.

Marengo

Nicholas C. Ball, Senior, Women, Gender, and Sexuality.

South Bend


Spencer

Amanda Parrish, Junior, Zoology.

IOWA

Burt

Allison Klee, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Cedar Falls

Luke M. Loecher, Senior, Civil Engineering.

Clear Lake

Katherine G. Brandt, Freshman, Environmental Sciences.

Davenport
Brian F. Grunenberg, Sophomore, Psychology; Michael G. Grunenberg, Junior, Mechanical Engineering.

Des Moines

Jacey Gutknecht, Senior, Digital Communication Arts.

Iowa City

Avery G. Gambrall, Freshman, Marketing.

Milo

Lance Ulin, Sophomore, Marketing.

Muscatine

Maysun S. Castillo, Junior, Liberal Studies.

West des Moines

Jane M. Smeins, Senior, Environmental Sciences.

KANSAS

Leavenworth

Kathryn Lunsford, Senior, Earth Sciences.

Oskaloosa
Jordan Davis, Freshman, Natural Resources.

Overland Park

Dawson G. Hughes, Senior, Political Science; Maya Kirschenbaum, Freshman, Art.

Park City


Shawnee

Natalie L. Johnson, Senior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology; Emma K. Maddox, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Jessica Wildberger, Junior, Botany.

Wichita

Heaven Hill, Sophomore, Zoology.

KENTUCKY

Fort Campbell

Nathaniel D. Kiely, Junior, Computer Science.

Fort Thomas

Stanley J. Mohr, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science.

Frankfort
Zoe A. Antenucci, Sophomore, Zoology.

Lexington


LOUISIANA

Baton Rouge

Ian J. Tassin, Junior, Computer Science.

Belle Chasse

Alexandria A. Linden, Senior, Natural Resources.

Fort Polk

Stephanie Bolton, Freshman, Zoology; Janessa L. West, Senior, Political Science.

New Orleans

Brittany Austin, Junior, Kinesiology; Christine Dagoglou, Sophomore, Zoology; Emma L. Lessley, Junior, Women, Gender, and Sexuality; Gabrielle W. Tomba, Junior, Mechanical Engineering.

New Roads

Aaron K. Ducote, Sophomore, General Engineering.
MAINE

Beals

Holly J. O'Neal, Senior, Natural Resources.

Cape Elizabeth

Ford T. Malter, Junior, Outdoor Products.

Industry

Lucy Anna R. Gadilauskas, Freshman, German.

Kennebunkport

Gabriel S. Vesenka, Junior, Agricultural Sciences.

Yarmouth

Nat Bourassa, Junior, Computer Science.

MARYLAND

Baltimore

Eleanor L. Carlin, Senior, Psychology.

Bethesda

Frances Y. Webber, Post Baccalaureate, Environmental Sciences.
College Park

Ahrong Ahn, Post Baccalaureate, BioHealth Sciences.

Columbia

Pamela Johnson, Sophomore, Business Analytics.

Forest Hill

Amanda E. Appel, Senior, Microbiology.

Gaithersburg

Tali Ilkovitch, Senior, Natural Resources.

North East

Joshua P. Kruhm, Senior, Natural Resources.

Rockville

Caleb H. Labonski, Sophomore, Economics.

Sparks

Ted Kim, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science.

Towson
William W. Bothwell, Junior, Industrial Engineering.

MASSACHUSETTS

Braintree

Amy F. Wright, Post Baccalaureate, Zoology.

Brewster

James Loving, Junior, History.

Dedham

Keira A. Banik, Freshman, Pre-Interiors.

Fairhaven

Madeleine K. Douglas, Freshman, Psychology.

Fall River

Alexys A. Bosse, Senior, Botany.

Groton

Calvin Brewster, Freshman, Pre-Forestry.

Ludlow
Nash Gover, Junior, Political Science.

Melrose

Owen S. Rogers, Senior, History.

Milton

Noelle E. Chandler, Freshman, Chemistry.

Rehoboth

Tara S. Dwyer, Senior, Geography & Geospatial Science.

Saugus

Joseph Capobianco, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science.

Scituate

Carly Becker, Junior, Zoology.

Westminster

Jacob M. Furtado, Junior, Nuclear Engineering.

Westport

Eric M. Pauls, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science.
Weymouth

Abigail Pineiro, Sophomore, Zoology.

Williamstown

Brandon S. Fahlenkamp, Sophomore, Environmental Sciences.

MICHIGAN

Algonac

Samantha M. Banks, Freshman, Zoology.

Ann Arbor

Benjamin Conger, Junior, Finance; Isaac Ridley, Senior, Natural Resources.

Chesterfield

Theresa M. Bellak, Senior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences.

Coopersville

Rachel Close, Junior, Zoology.

Ferndale

Jori Crumm, Senior, Horticulture; Stacey Gavey, Junior, Sociology.

Grand Rapids
Ashley Battle, Freshman, Agricultural Sciences; Jacob E. Taylor, Junior, Pre-Forestry.

Hudsonville

Drew Caminata, Freshman, Pre-Graphic Design.

Kalamazoo

Alex M. Blondin, Senior, Zoology.

Lake Orion

Krystal L. Smith, Junior, Natural Resources.

Livonia

Andrew S. Greenland, Junior, Finance.

Macomb

Hannah Felsner, Sophomore, Zoology.

Mancelona

Brittany K. Mehlberg, Senior, Bioengineering.

Norton Shores

Leah N. Black, Senior, Psychology.
Okemos

Cordell Settgast, Sophomore, Computer Science.

Portage

Schyler B. Lindahl, Sophomore, Pre-Apparel.

Rochester

Molly Gebert, Junior, Sociology.

MINNESOTA

Blaine

Dasha R. Fruzyna, Sophomore, Mathematics.

Eden Prairie

Christian P. Luebbers, Junior, Marketing.

Excelsior

Laurell Pankoff, Freshman, Accountancy.

Hermantown

Caden A. Runyan, Sophomore, General Engineering; Vera M. Scott, Freshman, Pre-Interiors.
Independence

Tristan J. Peter, Freshman, Biology.

Loretto

Morgan D. Frank, Senior, Chemistry.

Mahtomedi

Anna C. Wagner, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies.

Minneapolis

Nathan Cahoy, Senior, Computer Science; Maia T. Merims-Johnson, Freshman, History.

Rochert

Daniel J. Thornby, Senior, Natural Resources.

Rochester

Grace Leverington, Senior, Psychology.

Saint Michael

Benjamin K. Wick, Junior, University Exploratory Studies.

Saint Paul
Thomas Bump, Sophomore, Biology.

Sartell

Maren A. Arneson, Senior, Nuclear Engineering.

Shoreview

Inga M. Swope, Senior, Liberal Studies.

Willmar

Lyla K. Ulferts, Sophomore, German.

Woodbury

Lauren L. Ringrose, Sophomore, Environmental Sciences.

MISSISSIPPI

Waveland

Alexander Chang, Junior, Computer Science.

MISSOURI

Belton

Victoria L. Frank, Senior, Natural Resources.

Columbia
Ethan J. Doll, Sophomore, Computer Science; Logan M. Phipps, Junior, Natural Resources.

Defiance

Ryan Geneva, Junior, Economics.

Independence

Christopher P. Qualls, Freshman, General Engineering.

Kansas City

Taylor N. Bolls, Post Baccalaureate, Horticulture.

Kirksville

Kaelinn L. Christman, Freshman, Mathematics.

Saint Louis

Ryan T. Patton, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science.

Saint Robert

Cailin Leahy, Senior, Environmental Sciences.

Springfield

Seven Z. Nelson, Freshman, Political Science.
Wildwood

Erik T. Heine, Junior, Elect & Computer Engineering.

MONTANA

Belgrade

Ivy K. Chase, Senior, Political Science; Dezerae L. Hoppe, Junior, Psychology.

Billings

Tyler D. Gray, Sophomore, Business Administration; Lillian G. Kooistra-Manning, Sophomore, Computer Science; Stayce A. Mockel, Freshman, General Engineering; Austin L. Webber, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science; Dacee R. Zent, Freshman, General Engineering.

Bozeman

Delaney L. Bahn, Sophomore, Psychology.

Circle

Krayle E. Stormer, Freshman, General Engineering.

Corvallis

Katherine R. Gleason, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies.

Frenchtown

Tanner J. Field, Senior, Civil Engineering; Eric R. Rebarchik, Senior, Chemical Engineering.
Helena

   Eric Goetsch, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science; Gabriel D. Olson, Senior, Civil Engineering.

Kalispell

   Philip K. Peiffer, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science.

Laurel

   Raeann R. Fiddler, Junior, Spanish.

Manhattan

   Anica R. Bennett, Freshman, Animal Sciences.

Missoula

   Aspen R. Ashcraft, Freshman, Biology; Jade-Jem Bearmedicine, Sophomore, Psychology; Madeline E. Braun, Sophomore, Music Studies; Kiara D. Lee, Senior, Speech Communication; Angelo Nino C. Paoli, Sophomore, Creative Writing.

Plains

   Cheyenne Nagy, Senior, Kinesiology.

Plevna

   Ashley R. Sander, Freshman, Horticulture.

Polson
Ara K. Mercer, Freshman, Biochemistry and Biophysics.

Westby

Lateef Boone, Post Baccalaureate, Horticulture.

Whitefish

Emma R. Binstein, Senior, Graphic Design.

NEBRASKA

Blair

Jackson G. Poling, Senior, Business Administration.

Gothenburg

Chaseton B. Roberts, Sophomore, Philosophy.

Lincoln

Anna L. Vu, Freshman, Biology.

Omaha

Charlotte E. Hussain, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies.
NEVADA

Dayton

Ashlynn N. Barwig, Junior, Psychology.

Henderson

Jamie S. Badden, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Grace A. Burks, Senior, Agricultural Sciences; Allison N. DeVaney, Sophomore, Psychology; Katie F. Duross, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Joseph B. Harding, Senior, Psychology.

Jane E. Poniewaz, Junior, Apparel Design.

Las Vegas

Marissa E. Arevalo, Freshman, Psychology; Alexa K. Bell, Freshman, Pre-Teaching; Jenna M. Favazza, Freshman, Zoology; Victoria E. Geithman, Senior, Natural Resources; Clayton P. Gerling, Senior, Horticulture.

Mikaylia N. Harrison, Junior, Kinesiology; James Ho, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Zachary A. Horowitz, Freshman, Digital Communication Arts; Ryan Myers, Senior, Accountancy; Austin T. Nichols, Junior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo.

Cadin J. Selvig, Freshman, Marketing; Alexandra E. Tejeda, Freshman, Creative Writing.

Minden


N Las Vegas

Kaylee A. Bowman, Freshman, Political Science.

Reno
Connor D. Estes, Junior, Accountancy; Annika G. Galvin, Freshman, Psychology; William T. Hadley, Junior, Biology; Kira M. Hallerbach, Senior, Bioengineering; Patrick J. Kunkel, Junior, Kinesiology.

Hannah B. Nisenfeld, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Teagan A. Olmstead, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Christopher S. Williams, Freshman, Biology.

Sparks

Abbay K. Anderson, Freshman, Art; Tyler M. Humphreys, Senior, Civil Engineering; Alexis Morris, Senior, Art; Jared P. Stafford, Senior, Chemical Engineering.

Spring Creek

April M. Stewart, Senior, Natural Resources.

Winnemucca

Lillian D. Hagnere, Junior, Horticulture; Jordan P. Lords, Sophomore, Psychology.

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Alton Bay

Tracey C. Doucette, Junior, Environmental Sciences.

Bow

Alistair G. Mayo, Senior, Economics.

Chesterfield
Renee A. Jones, Freshman, General Engineering.

Cornish

Julie G. Barber, Freshman, Pre-Graphic Design.

Durham

Hannah R. Robinson, Senior, Biology.

Gilford

Cody L. Boucher, Sophomore, Finance.

Lee

Christopher B. Crosbie-Villase, Freshman, Biology.

Milford

Lauren R. Basta, Freshman, General Engineering.

Rye

Kiley Prinz, Freshman, Business Administration.

West Lebanon

Roan W. Luikart, Freshman, Mathematics.
NEW JERSEY

Belford

Clare F. Supple, Sophomore, Zoology.

E Rutherford

Maria Barounis, Senior, Psychology.

Greenwich

Britney M. Jones, Senior, Psychology.

Lawrenceville

Hannah Nacht, Freshman, Psychology.

Ltl Egg Hbr

Philipp R. Seeger, Freshman, Kinesiology.

Mahwah

Madisen T. Sturm, Senior, Public Policy.

Metuchen

John T. Naeder, Senior, Computer Science.
Monroeville

Madelynn Clark, Junior, Anthropology.

Paramus

Jessica Bliliuos, Freshman, Zoology.

Phillipsburg

Christian Redden, Senior, Business Administration.

Pitman

Ian I. Volz-Price, Junior, History.

Plainsboro


Port Monmouth

Daniel V. Wehner, Senior, Natural Resources.

Southampton

Michelle A. Westcoat, Post Baccalaureate, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences.

Wanaque
Kelsie Wardlaw, Junior, Zoology.

Williamstown


NEW MEXICO

Alamogordo

Brian K. Mcginnis, Sophomore, Business Administration.

Albuquerque

Wesley C. Beckley, Senior, Natural Resources; Violet Carrillo, Senior, Zoology; Vanessa A. Daul, Senior, Zoology; Ciara R. Del Frate, Junior, Design & Innovation Management; Jacob Karakla, Senior, Accountancy.

Jacob A. Kmatz, Freshman, Business Analytics; Keith E. Reinhardt, Junior, Computer Science.

Algodones

Deanna R. Ireland, Junior, Computer Science.

Alto

Kristen R. Krohn, Senior, Natural Resources.

Anthony

Braden A. Vigil, Junior, Biology.

Clovis
Aubrey N. Smith, Sophomore, Digital Communication Arts; Tiana N. Strode, Post Baccalaureate, History.

Las Cruces

Elena M. Bailey, Sophomore, Geography & Geospatial Science; Tristan A. Lucero, Senior, Zoology; Tory A. Woods, Senior, Horticulture.

Rio Rancho

Gabriel C. Auge, Freshman, Biology; Taylor N. Lindsay, Junior, Chemistry; Glenasia T. Tuttle, Senior, Chemical Engineering.

Taos

Liam C. Murphy, Junior, Civil Engineering; Carl J. Weinmeister, Senior, Natural Resources.
NEW YORK

Allegany

   Victoria R. Gardner, Junior, University Exploratory Studies.

Bethpage

   Ricky Riepe, Senior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences.

Buffalo

   Kate Hassett, Junior, Natural Resources.

Corona

   Aileen Mateo, Senior, Psychology.

Forestville

   Brandy J. Schroeder, Senior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences.

Geneva

   David Cox, Senior, History.

Glenford

   Carter Blease, Junior, Natural Resources.
Greenfield Center

Jasen C. White, Senior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences.

Lancaster

Isabel O. Garcia, Sophomore, Biology.

Long Island City

Devan L. Roper, Senior, Environmental Sciences.

New Windsor

Samantha L. Shaw, Sophomore, Biology.

New York

Jacob G. Brucker, Freshman, Finance; David Derrick, Post Baccalaureate, Environmental Sciences.

Niagara Falls

Austin Swart, Junior, Spanish.

Northport

Cameron M. Canfield, Freshman, General Engineering.

Olean
Jarrod C. Wigent, Freshman, Horticulture.

Orchard Park

Kyler J. Casper, Sophomore, Botany.

Rochester

Tyler Chin, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science; Mason Price, Post Baccalaureate, Natural Resources.

Saratoga Springs

Carl A. Laux, Senior, Nuclear Engineering.

Setauket

Kayla Stella, Junior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences.

Tillson

James S. Switzer, Senior, Liberal Studies.

Victor

William K. Bikowsky, Freshman, Psychology.

Whitestone

Scott R. Thompson, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science.
NORTH CAROLINA

Asheville

Leigh Johnson Schaefer, Senior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences.

Cary

Collin V. Adler, Freshman, General Engineering.

Charlotte

Joseph M. Caswell, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science.

Durham

Ashleigh Burton, Sophomore, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences; Brandi L. Jernigan, Sophomore, Computer Science.

Elizabeth City

Justin J. Villa, Junior, Kinesiology.

Fayetteville

Sarah L. Brown, Freshman, Zoology; Yanira I. Gordillo, Senior, Tourism, Rec, & Adventure Lead.

Hendersonville

Alec B. Brown, Senior, Natural Resources.
Raleigh

Max A. Delgado, Senior, Business Administration; Sarah Doss, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science; Sadie A. Dye, Sophomore, Sociology; Gabriella E. Millard, Junior, Zoology; Theodore A. Nuss, Senior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences.

Seven Devils

Andrew B. Oberg, Sophomore, Agricultural Sciences.

Shallotte

Alexzander Burns, Junior, Horticulture.

Statesville

Brittani Crenshaw, Sophomore, Zoology.

Wilmington

Lani C. O'Neill, Junior, Graphic Design; Megan J. Vazquez, Junior, Digital Communication Arts.

NORTH DAKOTA

Langdon

Tera L. Mittleider, Junior, Accountancy.
OHIO

Chauncey

Chelsie E. McKee, Senior, Business Administration.

Cincinnati

Jon M. Diebold, Senior, Computer Science.

Cleveland

Lauren Steenson, Junior, Digital Communication Arts.

Columbus

Ian P. Hunley, Junior, Mechanical Engineering.

Fairfield

Jordan Klotz, Post Baccalaureate, Liberal Studies.

Granville

Ainsley B. Chanda, Freshman, Zoology.

Hilliard

Sophie G. Bottum Musa, Freshman, Political Science.
Hudson

    William M. Kramer, Senior, Outdoor Products.

Kent

    Samuel E. Cain, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science.

Lancaster

    Chandler M. Donahey, Sophomore, General Engineering; Tess Lewis, Sophomore, Zoology.

Liberty Twp

    Caroline J. Rice, Junior, Biology.

Loveland

    Joseph A. Shapiro, Freshman, Pre-Forestry.

Mason

    Nathan P. Crane, Sophomore, Accountancy.

North Canton

    Frederick R. Green, Junior, BioHealth Sciences.

Pickerington
Jarrod M. Rennie, Senior, Natural Resources.

Rocky River

Sara Hurdubeti, Senior, Psychology.

Streetsboro

Carolyn C. King, Senior, Zoology.

West Chester

Ian A. Stumpf, Junior, Radiation Health Physics.

Wooster

Ryan C. Zimmerman, Senior, Computer Science.

OKLAHOMA

Ada

Kyle A. White, Junior, Environmental Sciences.

Blanchard

Madeline F. Gray, Senior, Botany.

Broken Arrow
Jessica L. Calhoun, Senior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences; Vanessa A. Sellers, Freshman, Kinesiology.

Cache

Siarhei M. Pats, Senior, Computer Science.

Lawton

Kailey Head, Sophomore, Environmental Sciences.

Norman

Justin Burkhead, Senior, Horticulture; Blake Shedd, Junior, Horticulture.

Oklahoma City


PENNSYLVANIA

Archbald

Nathan M. Jordan, Senior, Zoology.

Canonsburg

Chi Hang Leung, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science.

Carlisle
Carly White, Freshman, Psychology.

Coraopolis

Samantha Yungman, Junior, Rangeland Sciences.

Downingtown

Kellan Slyder, Freshman, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences.

Elliottsburg

Dakota W. Brennan, Senior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences.

Enola

Erin Moritz, Post Baccalaureate, Botany.

Harrisburg

Nicole M. Bloom, Post Baccalaureate, Natural Resources.

Hellertown

Solange Coughlin, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science.

Hershey

Brigitte M. Donato, Freshman, Liberal Studies.
Honey Brook

    Tierra Graham, Sophomore, Environmental Sciences.

Irvine

    Ashley A. Myers, Senior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences.

Lake Ariel

    Ashley E. Sexton, Sophomore, Horticulture.

Levittown


Mechanicsburg

    Amelia E. Harper, Sophomore, Environmental Econ and Policy.

Mercersburg

    Kayla A. Noll-Bader, Junior, Biology.

Mill Hall

    Autumn K. Lidgett, Sophomore, Anthropology.

Millersburg
Nikole L. Beck, Senior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences.

Narvon

Julia M. Salter, Post Baccalaureate, Horticulture; Matthew Salter, Sophomore, Horticulture.

Nazareth

Zachary Adkins, Freshman, Computer Science.

New Castle

Heather Early, Senior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences.

New Holland

Ocean D. Smith, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Pittsburgh

Samantha R. Jung, Senior, History; Christof Schoenborn, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science; Jack Snowdon, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science.

Quakertown

Grace K. O'Brien, Junior, Botany.

Scranton
Malka Schnaidman, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science.

Slippery Rock

Maryann A. Ackerman, Freshman, Pre-Forestry.

State College

Alyssa Jauregui, Junior, Botany.

Tyrone

Ben M. Oakley, Senior, Digital Communication Arts.

PUERTO RICO

Mayaguez

Pedro A. Hernandez Ortiz, Senior, Psychology.

RHODE ISLAND

Barrington

Anna G. Brousseau, Senior, Bioengineering.

Narragansett

Katherine H. Swanson, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies.

Providence
James McGovern, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science; Jacob Silverberg, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science.

Smithfield

Theresa L. DiNobile, Senior, Design & Innovation Management.

SOUTH CAROLINA

Aiken

Kathryn E. Jones, Senior, Anthropology.

Boiling Springs


Columbia

Wren Maechtle, Junior, Zoology.

Goose Creek

Dominique Gramm, Senior, Bioengineering; Zachary W. Turpel, Senior, Nuclear Engineering.

Ladson

Jessi Allison, Sophomore, Bioengineering.

North Charleston
Brooke A. Konstanczer, Senior, Radiation Health Physics.

Summerville

William J. Anonie, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science.

Walterboro

Magen H. Boles, Junior, Natural Resources.

SOUTH DAKOTA

Pierre

Bailey A. Siebrasse, Senior, Marketing.

Rapid City

Benjamin M. Kielhold, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science; Alison M. Morrison, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Jacob Nunez, Junior, Computer Science.

Sioux Falls

Allison J. Junker, Freshman, Zoology; Maranda L. Van Hill, Sophomore, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences.

TENNESSEE

Clarksville

Jacob D. Magner, Freshman, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences; Anasofia R. Rosas, Junior, Psychology.

Farragut
Elizabeth V. Sharkey, Junior, Zoology.

Franklin

Jacob E. Alexander, Sophomore, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences; Carter T. Imbrecht, Sophomore, Political Science.

Murfreesboro

Kayden X. Gregg, Freshman, General Engineering.

Nashville

AnnaRuth Neville, Senior, Kinesiology.

White House

Danielle S. Skipper, Senior, Environmental Sciences.

TEXAS

Allen

Sebastian Witherow, Sophomore, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences.

Argyle

Matthew H. Repp, Freshman, General Engineering.

Austin
Molly E. Blankenship, Senior, Public Health; Fiona E. Brown, Junior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences; Brooke E. Cimino, Junior, Graphic Design; Lillian E. Greener, Junior, Ecological Engineering; Emma C. Holmes, Junior, Tourism, Rec, & Adventure Lead.

Shawn Y. Ichikawa, Junior, Bioengineering; Reece M. MacRae, Freshman, Business Administration; Joshua W. McCormick, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Shannon Reever, Senior, Environmental Sciences; Grant M. Sechler, Freshman, Biology.

Rachel Spencer, Sophomore, Nutrition; Austin R. Vaden-Kiernan, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

Bartonville

Tessa L. Peeler, Freshman, Zoology.

Belton

Alexis N. Michael, Senior, Business Administration.

Benbrook

Laura R. Elder, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science.

Boerne

Riley A. Leist, Sophomore, Biology.

Buda

Rachelle Brown Rodriguez, Junior, Botany.

Cedar Park
Gregory W. Melsby, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science.

Converse

Kayla Goldsworthy, Sophomore, Digital Communication Arts.

Dallas

Alma Basic, Post Baccalaureate, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences.

El Paso

Samuel J. Haigh, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Jamie Mulkern, Post Baccalaureate, Environmental Sciences; Kaitlyn J. Ramirez, Freshman, Zoology.

Euless

Mexia Cavazos, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Florence

Mary A. Herring, Post Baccalaureate, Rangeland Sciences.

Fort Worth

Hylton C. Buijs, Senior, Business Administration; Hannah M. Caudill, Junior, Public Health.

Friendswood

Cameryn B. Tam, Senior, Environmental Sciences.
Frisco

Jaden S. Kolas, Junior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo.

Fulshear

Elise J. Gannon, Freshman, Pre-Apparel.

Garland

Justin David A. Todd, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science.

Georgetown

Rylee M. Worcester, Senior, Natural Resources.

Gunter

Eliza P. Allen, Senior, Microbiology.

Harker Hts

Kamryn B. Ray, Sophomore, Zoology.

Houston

Lidia A. Banos Perez, Senior, Computer Science; Karen N. Black, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science; Nathan Bonnes, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science; Monique Mogilka, Post Baccalaureate, Environmental Sciences; Cody E. Mullins, Freshman, Business Information Systems.

Kelsey A. Shimoda, Senior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo.
Humble

Benjamin A. Anderson, Freshman, General Engineering.

Katy

Hayley A. Lewis, Sophomore, Supply Chain & Logistics Mgmt; Lauren I. Zinger, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies.

Keller

Cydney J. Truby, Freshman, Crop and Soil Science.

Killeen

Deborah L. Harrison, Junior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences.

Lakeway

Coban Brooks, Senior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo.

Lewisville

Eleanor Techanchuk, Post Baccalaureate, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences.

Lubbock

Allen G. Bernard, Sophomore, Digital Communication Arts; Courtney N. Crook, Senior, Graphic Design.
McKinney

Emily R. Higbee, Senior, Natural Resources.

Missouri City

Hannah L. Downing, Senior, Nutrition.

Pflugerville

Keenan C. Helwig, Senior, Psychology; Ryan Mcclelland, Junior, Botany.

Pharr

Ashley R. Estevan, Junior, Creative Writing.

Rockwall

Jaclyn B. Vu, Junior, University Exploratory Studies.

San Antonio

Jonas P. Dailey, Senior, Horticulture; Leif Q. Griffin, Senior, Nuclear Engineering; Erik Jacobsen, Junior, Microbiology; Claire E. Millwater, Sophomore, Environmental Sciences; Hannah Rogers, Senior, Business Administration.

Kenlynn L. Volz, Senior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences.

Schertz

John C. Hackethorn III, Senior, Forestry.
Spring

Patrick Cadena, Senior, Economics.

The Woodlands

Carlee M. Sedgwick, Senior, Sociology.

Tomball

Lia R. Kane, Junior, Biology.

Trophy Club

Samantha Eitel, Junior, Business Administration.

Wharton

Chambrie D. Hofferek, Senior, Botany.

US MILITARY - EUROPE

APO

Aubrey D. Bruhn, Senior, Kinesiology; Gildardo Guerrero Jr., Sophomore, Business Administration; Emma C. Odone, Senior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo; Aaron Olander, Freshman, Biology; Marlena L. Tharp, Junior, Zoology.

DPO

US MILITARY - PACIFIC

APO

Meghan Garibay, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science.

FPO


UTAH

Cedar Hills

Kate L. Larson, Freshman, Biology.

Herriman

Sawyer Service, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies.

Holladay

Jace T. Littlefield, Junior, Kinesiology.

Hooper

Owen V. Wasserlein, Freshman, Chemistry.

Lehi

Trenton Funn, Sophomore, Finance.
Loa

Michael A. Green, Post Baccalaureate, Natural Resources.

Logan

Owen P. Waugh, Freshman, Biochemistry and Biophysics.

Millcreek

Jennifer A. Bollschweiler, Senior, Natural Resources.

Morgan

River G. Lee, Freshman, Psychology; Cole J. Peters, Freshman, Management.

Ogden

Rose C. Young, Senior, Botany.

Riverton

Mason M. Christiansen, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Reece M. Johnson, Post Baccalaureate, Horticulture.

Salt Lake City

Ellie L. Anderson, Junior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology; Kevin Kee, Junior, German; Joshua R. Kesling, Junior, Natural Resources; Riley T. Sharp, Senior, Marketing; Kaitlyn A. Taylor, Sophomore, Human Development and Family Science.
Salt Lake City

Emma K. Anderson, Sophomore, General Engineering; Anna M. Sibul, Freshman, Outdoor Products.

Sandy

Sarah L. Trinh, Freshman, Marketing.

West Valley City

Sarah Williamson, Senior, Psychology.

VERMONT

Brandon

Anthony C. Garner, Freshman, Mechanical Engineering.

Franklin

May E. Gratton, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences.

Rutland

Kiernan L. Canavan, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering.

Waitsfield

Allison Land, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science.
VIRGINIA

Alexandria

    Jacob H. Treadway, Senior, Environmental Sciences.

Ashburn

    Benjamin E. Nunley, Freshman, General Engineering.

Basye

    Jennifer L. Kennedy, Senior, Anthropology.

Blacksburg

    Clare K. Reines, Sophomore, Horticulture.

Chesapeake

    Amanda Marie C. Casupang, Sophomore, Business Administration.

Christiansburg

    James M. Allbee, Senior, Kinesiology.

Fairfax

    Matthew G. Mitros, Freshman, Kinesiology.
Fort Belvoir


Great Falls

Haley B. Richardson, Freshman, Biochemistry and Biophysics.

Hampton

Kevin T. Adams, Junior, Chemical Engineering.

Herndon

Larissa J. Ortega, Sophomore, History.

Huddleston

Melissa Perry, Junior, Environmental Sciences.

Langley AFB

Tessa E. Stensaas, Freshman, Biology.

Leesburg

Emily R. Bourloukas, Sophomore, Political Science.

Lynchburg
Bryn M. Cornelius, Junior, Natural Resources.

Newport News

Thanh V. Huynh, Post Baccalaureate, Civil Engineering; Nicholas J. Saylor, Senior, Botany.

Reston

Mary Purvis, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Roanoke

Heather M. Pace, Senior, Anthropology.

Rustburg

Emmerson S. Collins, Junior, Tourism, Rec, & Adventure Lead.

Salem

David Wadlow, Post Baccalaureate, Environmental Sciences.

Spotsylvania

Maddy Jones, Senior, Psychology; Marc A. Mains, Senior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences.

Vienna

Austin R. Dennis, Senior, Economics; Jacob S. Riddle, Junior, Nuclear Engineering.
Virginia Beach

Taylor J. Kopaskey, Freshman, Pre-Forestry.

Virginia Beach

Carrie B. McGhee, Senior, Economics; Summer M. McLain, Senior, Anthropology; Benjamin J. Nightingale, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Ria F. Purcell, Sophomore, English.

Warrenton

Alexander W. Parker, Senior, Economics.

Williamsburg

Feixiang Allen Ye, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science.

Windsor

Alyssa M. Stepp, Sophomore, Environmental Sciences.

WASHINGTON

Anacortes

Sydney Rauch, Junior, General Engineering; Giulia A. Wood, Senior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology; Zoe R. Yanega, Sophomore, Biology.

Auburn
Taylor N. Altick, Junior, Kinesiology; Corey J. Jansen, Senior, Liberal Studies; Joshua T. Lawrence, Junior, Business Information Systems; Regan M. Singer, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences.

Bainbridge Is

Lafayette A. Chabot, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences; Martin T. Weigel, Freshman, Physics.

Bainbridge Island

Colin M. Lindquist, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Jay J. Lollman, Junior, Biology.

Battle Ground

Emily L. Brooks, Freshman, Kinesiology; Hailey R. Defferding, Freshman, General Engineering; Alyssa K. Kainu, Sophomore, Psychology; Matteo Lyon, Freshman, General Engineering; Emily K. Meidinger Behre, Junior, Psychology.

Connor J. Smith, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Bethany G. Whitten, Senior, Earth Sciences; Jordan M. Wright, Junior, Interior Design.

Beaver

Rowan Simpson, Senior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences.

Belfair

Lindsay S. Fitzmorris, Junior, Agricultural Sciences.

Bellevue

Cleo Golds, Freshman, Computer Science; Sydney A. Griswold, Senior, Public Health; Elisabeth G. Huxtable, Freshman, Pre-Forestry; Scott M. Li, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science; Logan S. Sayyadi, Senior, Chemical Engineering.
Tannos Seyedjavadi, Post Baccalaureate, Zoology; Quinn V V. Slatter, Junior, History; Madison R. Weiser, Sophomore, Environmental Econ and Policy; Alexander H. Westerberg, Senior, Nuclear Engineering.

Bellingham

Robert J. Bell, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Jesse Brown, Senior, Tourism, Rec, & Adventure Lead; Ella M. Carpenter, Junior, Environmental Sciences; Dita K. Dalthorp, Senior, Economics; Lowen R. Henoch, Freshman, Psychology.

Kellia M. Hoyle, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science; Trevor K. Johnson, Freshman, General Engineering; Camille E. Kendrick, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Manreet K. Khera, Freshman, Biology; Caroline A. Latimer, Senior, Chemical Engineering.

Kendra D. Morgan, Senior, Psychology; Hope E. Schenck, Junior, Computer Science; Christopher I. White, Junior, Crop and Soil Science.

Black Diamond

Joshua M. Brown, Sophomore, General Engineering.

Bonney Lake

Annika M. Lueders, Sophomore, Psychology; Jolene R. Maloney, Sophomore, Animal Sciences.

Bothell

Benjamin S. Freeman, Freshman, General Engineering; Grace A. Gordon, Freshman, Marketing; Ryan N. Moore, Senior, Marketing; Sid Mydland, Freshman, Tourism, Rec, & Adventure Lead; Julia B. Ollestad, Freshman, Management.


Bremerton
Joshua A. Griffis, Senior, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Jerome Alex P. Lim, Junior, Nuclear Engineering; Katie A. Reidl, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science; Patience D. Vaughn, Junior, Psychology; Katherine H. Zabinski, Sophomore, General Engineering.

Brier

Robert F. Krieger, Senior, Chemical Engineering.

Brush Prairie

Gwendolyn F. Bruck, Junior, Animal Sciences; Kennedy A. Carter, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Madison Gray, Senior, Animal Sciences; Joshua G. Saeman, Freshman, General Engineering; Kaden C. Wangler, Sophomore, Finance.

Buckley

Garrett B. Feroy, Senior, Earth Sciences; Lauryn R. Ryan, Senior, Civil Engineering.

Burbank

Chloe J. Waters, Senior, Crop and Soil Science.

Camano Island

Travis K. Beckt, Senior, Ecological Engineering; Anna L. Beran, Senior, Ecological Engineering.

Camas

Megan E. Bauer, Sophomore, Marketing; Brooks Burns, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science; Jack S. Colletto, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Hannah D. Ellis, Sophomore, Biology; Henry P. Golb, Senior, Agricultural Sciences.
Carson L. Hamilton, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Lincoln Hatfield, Post Baccalaureate, Natural Resources; Jordan J. Hendricks, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Logan N. Kesting, Sophomore, Elect & Computer Engineering; Annalin M. King, Freshman, Earth Sciences.

Dalton A. Lewis, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Jackson C. Newton, Junior, Accountancy; Thomas D. Strassenberg, Senior, Economics; Ava S. Wright, Sophomore, Environmental Sciences.

Castle Rock

Riley P. Walsh, Sophomore, Psychology.

Cathlamet

Grant S. Turner, Junior, Geography & Geospatial Science.

Chehalis

Rachel A. Hudson, Senior, Environmental Sciences; Matthew F. Scheuber, Junior, Forest Engineering.

Chewelah

Erica M. Tindal, Junior, General Engineering.

Clinton

Ryan M. Keene, Sophomore, Psychology; Joanie D. Welever, Freshman, Business Administration.

Colbert

Morgan R. Flesland, Freshman, General Engineering.
College Place

Hallie R. Bruckner, Freshman, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences; Edgar N. Cazarez, Junior, Business Administration.

Colville

Marilyn E. Hawkens, Junior, Environmental Sciences; John T. Morrison, Freshman, General Engineering.

Connell

Katelyn R. Bauman, Junior, Agricultural Sciences.

Cusick

Caitlin R. Sinclair, Junior, Botany.

Des Moines

Madeline M. Goebel, Junior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology.

Dupont

Jiemyjoyce N. Reduque, Senior, Ethnic Studies.

Duvall

Anna A. Kristiansen, Junior, Kinesiology; Christopher Lasserre, Sophomore, General Engineering; Benjamin J. Lemery, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Ava M. Schwartz, Sophomore, Biology.
East Wenatchee

Brayden Brown, Senior, Computer Science.

Edgewood

Emily A. Petrella, Senior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences.

Edmonds

Kirsten A. Bjorge, Senior, Psychology; Ethan C. Davis, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science; Kahanl L. Fleiger-Holmes, Freshman, General Engineering; Clifford J. Knechtel, Freshman, General Engineering; Colin S. Knechtel, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

Carly A. Krantz, Senior, Art; Harrison L. Kutz, Senior, Ecological Engineering; Kathryn Z. Lipscomb, Senior, Marketing; Nathan R. Pethick, Freshman, Biology; Julia G. Rankin, Junior, Environmental Sciences.

Alison Suttles, Senior, Psychology.

Ellensburg

Bryton Wilson, Freshman, Kinesiology.

Enumclaw

Nouran K. Murad, Senior, Management.

Everett

Christian M. Bergdorl, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Melody Hoepcke, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Matthew Siggins, Senior, Business Administration; Dylan A. Stengel, Freshman, General Engineering.
Federal Way

   Cierah M. Clay, Sophomore, Psychology.

Ferndale

   Laurel R. Brinson-Larrabee, Senior, Graphic Design; Arthur Uppiano, Non-Degree Undergr, University Exploratory Studies.

Forks

   Robby E. Williams, Junior, Zoology.

Freeland

   Megan M. Miller, Senior, Psychology.

Friday Harbor

   Edward A. McIntire, Junior, Biology.

Gig Harbor

   Mia D. Chaney, Freshman, Nutrition; Kaden M. Musgrove, Junior, Business Administration; Haven G. Rau, Senior, Business Analytics.

Granite Falls

   Jennifer M. Green, Senior, Botany.

Indianola
Kyler S. Coe Yarr, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies.

Issaquah

Molly C. Burles, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science; Trinity A. Collier, Junior, Environmental Sciences; Elijah M. Morris, Sophomore, Physics; Colby C. Rogers, Freshman, Business Administration; Abigail S. Roth, Freshman, Psychology.

Kelso

Genna L. Aldrich, Senior, Kinesiology; Brayden R. Liebe, Senior, Chemical Engineering.

Kennewick

Conner Swaney, Freshman, Business Analytics; Sarah M. Tucker, Senior, Kinesiology.

Kent

Michael P. Akins, Junior, Computer Science; Kaitlyn A. Hoiland, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Mason T. Kenneally, Freshman, Philosophy; Adam C. Kerr, Senior, Computer Science; John K. Knowlton, Senior, Computer Science.

Elias Meshesha, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science; Grace M. Scuderi, Senior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo.

Kingston

Tanner J. Lingafelter, Post Baccalaureate, Natural Resources.

Kirkland
Jonathon R. AmRhein, Freshman, Biology; Talulla P. Amsbry, Freshman, Environmental Sciences; Carmen E. Arnold, Freshman, Biology; Austin T. Bartoletti, Sophomore, Chemical Engineering; Ryan Macomber, Junior, Marketing.

Andrew R. Merz, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Gabriel G. Owens, Sophomore, Mechanical Engineering; Cody J. Spring, Sophomore, Computer Science; Elyse N. Whitney, Post Baccalaureate, Food Science and Technology.

La Center

Alison N. Brown, Sophomore, Arts, Media, and Technology; Collinger A. Johnson, Senior, Political Science; Payge B. Sanderson, Freshman, Accountancy.

Lacey

Isabelle Black, Senior, Psychology; Riley J. Fosbre, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Madison K. Hansen, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Ayra M. Tannich, Senior, Sociology; Samantha C. Visaya, Junior, Chemistry.

Lake Forest Park

Aidan M. Craig Sundine, Sophomore, Pre-Communication; Owen M. Ruttenberg, Freshman, General Engineering.

Lake Stevens

Michael S. Davison, Sophomore, Environmental Engineering; Megan N. Holman, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Casey A. Rummelhart, Sophomore, Chemistry.

Lakewood

Marvijane A. Price, Junior, Arts, Media, and Technology.

Langley
Russell K. Daly, Sophomore, Mechanical Engineering; Jordan D. Schierbeek, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies.

Leavenworth

Natalie F. Craig, Sophomore, Pre-Interiors.

Lewis McChord

Jennifer S. Jankuski, Sophomore, Zoology.

Long Beach

Anderson J. Stoddard, Sophomore, Accountancy.

Longview

Nyssa S. Engebo, Junior, Bioengineering.

Lynnwood

Ian R. Gaither, Senior, Computer Science; Ian J. Hofbeck, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

Maple Valley

Alexis R. Ball, Senior, Apparel Design; Marcus Cuccia, Junior, Finance; Gabrielle S. Gibbs, Sophomore, Biology; Rebecca J. Johnson, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Andrew D. Jones, Senior, Chemical Engineering.

Kevin M. Meyer, Freshman, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo.
Marysville

        Kailea A. Warouw, Sophomore, Design & Innovation Management.

McChord AFB

        Scott D. Bax, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science.

McKenna

        Marisa J. McCaskey, Senior, Natural Resources.

Mercer Island

        Clarisse A. Delacourt, Sophomore, Renewable Materials; Rachel N. Silke, Senior, Interior Design.

Mill Creek

        Kelsey J. Defries, Junior, Psychology; Kaitlyn M. Dineen, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science; Parker Hoppe, Freshman, Biology; Tiffany L. Navas, Senior, Kinesiology.

Monroe

        Benjamin F. Addicott, Junior, General Engineering; Morgan L. Huber, Sophomore, Public Policy.

Mount Vernon

        Kei H. Kusakabe, Senior, Architectural Engineering; Henry J. Nutting, Senior, Business Administration.

Mukilteo
Karsen C. Alexander, Senior, Psychology.

Newport

Cali M. Marcella, Senior, Zoology.

North Bend

Grace A. Johnson, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies.

Oak Harbor

Zachary S. Ginnings, Sophomore, Nuclear Engineering; Alicia Santiago, Senior, Horticulture.

Olympia

Isabella L. Clemmens, Freshman, Marketing; Kailani H. Jackson, Junior, Kinesiology; Ella S. Johnson, Freshman, Kinesiology; Kathleen E. Landskron, Junior, Anthropology; Dominique C. Minor, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science.


Nicholas D. Taylor, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

Orting

Emma K. Sargent, Senior, Religious Studies.

Pasco
Daniel W. Thien, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Talia K. von Oelhoffen, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies.

Port Angeles

Jewell M. Jung, Sophomore, Microbiology; Kaj W. Porter, Sophomore, Mechanical Engineering.

Port Hadlock

Aaron R. Serrato, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

Port Ludlow

Jonah E. Diehl, Senior, Computer Science.

Poulsbo

Alec P. Baker, Freshman, General Engineering; Justin Berger, Sophomore, Business Administration; Victoria S. Carver, Senior, Psychology; Julia E. Choate, Junior, Psychology; Samuel G. Groetsch, Freshman, General Engineering.

Chloe R. Hoepfinger, Senior, Architectural Engineering; Emily P. Langford, Junior, Business Administration; Maya C. Sevillano, Junior, Marketing; Emma Slone, Sophomore, Bioresource Research.

Pullman

Jamie D. Mcmurray, Freshman, Business Administration.

Puyallup

Serin K. Caldwell, Senior, Earth Sciences; Tanner D. Heatherly, Junior, Nuclear Engineering; Juliette E. Lundborg, Freshman, Marketing; Julia K. Melchert, Sophomore, Computer Science; Kaitlyn A. Stoll, Senior, Ecological Engineering.
Hannah G. Welsh, Sophomore, Psychology.

Quincy

Jonathan C. Bennett, Sophomore, Natural Resources.

Redmond

Robert J. Avery, Sophomore, Computer Science; Alec C. Bovee, Sophomore, Mechanical Engineering; Jeremy S. Davis, Sophomore, Mechanical Engineering; Paige Herrboldt, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences; Alexander J. Mathis, Sophomore, Environmental Engineering.

Faith McAllister, Junior, Zoology; Shawn C. Robinson, Junior, Computer Science; Morgan L. Roe, Senior, Kinesiology; Claire S. Wick, Freshman, Sociology.

Renton

Lilianne I. Harris, Sophomore, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Elizabeth M. Hillard, Freshman, General Engineering; Sydney L. Hundelt, Sophomore, Environmental Econ and Policy; Gan Li, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science; Desirae McGuire, Sophomore, Geography & Geospatial Science.

Pawanpreet Nahal, Junior, Business Administration; Bailie E. Shultz, Senior, Agricultural Sciences; Michael H. Shultz, Junior, Nuclear Engineering.

Richland

Cooper D. Anderson, Junior, Nuclear Engineering; Sarah A. Evers, Freshman, Nutrition; David M. Grewe, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Mckenna L. Martinez, Freshman, Kinesiology.

Ridgefield

Noah S. Altman, Freshman, General Engineering; Kyle C. Barton, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Wyatt R. Boer, Freshman, General Engineering; Levi G. Hipple, Sophomore, Biology; Hannah A. Lee, Senior, Food Science and Technology.

Nathaniel P. Sinks, Junior, Civil Engineering; Rachael E. Werbowski, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science.
Rochester

Emily M. Warren, Junior, Music Studies.

Sammamish

Lidya E. Acar, Freshman, Public Policy; Nag A. Balijepalli, Senior, Computer Science; Atesha M. Banki, Sophomore, Nutrition; Kathryn G. Clemens, Junior, Psychology; Sofia C. Czaja, Junior, Anthropology.

Alexia E. Follett, Freshman, General Engineering; Adam S. Henderson, Junior, Finance; Sonali Joshi, Senior, Bioengineering; Kenta W. Lipsey, Sophomore, General Engineering; Matthew C. Morgan, Junior, Computer Science.

Sreya V. Putrevu, Senior, Public Health; Harry J. Rosenthal, Freshman, Pre-Forestry; Jacob M. White, Junior, Computer Science.

Seatac

Morgan A. Wigmore, Senior, Anthropology.

Seattle

Chauncelamay L. Bailey, Senior, Zoology; Anabel L. Baker, Senior, Ecological Engineering; Emma C. Becker, Senior, Psychology; Nina E. Biondolillo, Senior, Ecological Engineering; Jackson C. Bohrer, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

Sean Y. Bowman, Senior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences; Anna C. Brandt, Junior, English; Emily L. Carreno, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Grey C. Colleran, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science; Astrid Delestine, Sophomore, Elect & Computer Engineering.

Colin M. Devany, Senior, Earth Sciences; Eli D. Ezekiel, Freshman, General Engineering; Aless Fatland, Freshman, General Engineering; Zachariah M. Gee, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science; Ethan C. Glass, Freshman, Political Science.

Sol M. Hackney, Freshman, Biology; Delaney R. Hammer, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Grant S. Hanson, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Tre'Shaun Harrison, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Charles C. Hayden, Junior, Computer Science.
Leya Hsu, Senior, Economics; Paige V. Hudson, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Graham J. Hyland, Junior, General Engineering; Emma S. King, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Robert W. LaChance, Sophomore, Renewable Materials.

Sarah E. Lewon, Junior, Psychology; Alina W. Matsumoto, Junior, Pre-Interiors; Ainsley R. Mayo, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Nathan S. McAlister, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science; Melissa A. McNally, Senior, Environmental Econ and Policy.

Daniel E. Nelson, Senior, Natural Resources; Charles K. O'Brien, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Christopher J. Ogle, Sophomore, Computer Science; Nicholas Osborne, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science; Henry L. Osmer, Freshman, General Engineering.

Kevin Peralta, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science; Sarah P. Powell, Freshman, Design & Innovation Management; Celia R. Reed, Senior, Zoology; Willem M. Reys, Freshman, General Engineering; Lars E. Rucker, Junior, Civil Engineering.

Gunther Schorn, Senior, Agricultural Sciences; Meghan R. Schuster, Post Baccalaureate, Animal Sciences; Ellette Sidler-Dever, Junior, Business Administration; Alexander R. Smith, Senior, Political Science; Nathan Sprague, Freshman, Digital Communication Arts.

Katharina A. Staudt, Senior, Business Administration; Harper O. Swenson, Senior, Computer Science; Maya P. Tebbetts, Junior, Ethnic Studies; Malcolm W. Thieme, Senior, Biology; Elke A. Thursten, Freshman, Psychology.

Runa Valora, Senior, Computer Science.

Selah

Dalton K. Hiatt, Senior, Civil Engineering.

Sequim

Blake H. Wiker, Junior, Elect & Computer Engineering.

Shelton

Aaron J. Boothe, Junior, Computer Science; Gabriella M. Maestas, Freshman, Mathematics.

Shoreline
Simon C. Dalton, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Lily G. Jackels, Junior, Psychology.

Silverdale

Jessica Kincl, Junior, French.

Snohomish

Jack R. Duncan, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Jaden L. Foster, Freshman, Psychology; Sawyer W. Gowen, Junior, Ecological Engineering; Camille J. Henry, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Levi Z. James, Sophomore, Computer Science.

Nikayla G. Jeffrey, Sophomore, English; Samantha M. Klotter, Sophomore, Mechanical Engineering; Andrew W. Preston, Junior, Psychology; Molly J. Studer, Junior, Environmental Econ and Policy; Kaylee J. Sweum, Sophomore, Marketing.

Snoqualmie

Carly M. Lane, Sophomore, Computer Science; Eamon G. McDade, Senior, Biology.

Spokane

Jace K. Brisbine, Sophomore, Environmental Sciences; Hugh Clarke, Freshman, Pre-Forest/Civil Engineering; Nicholas E. Cruz, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Adalgisa M. De Caro, Freshman, General Engineering; Stacy L. King, Senior, Environmental Sciences.

Nic R. McIndoe, Freshman, General Engineering; Carley M. Menner, Sophomore, Marketing; Michael S. Nowak, Senior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences; James M. O'Connell, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Victoria R. Seymour, Senior, Natural Resources.

Michael B. Torre, Junior, Business Administration; Morgan Whapeles, Freshman, Anthropology.

Spokane Valley

Hailey S. Samudio, Post Baccalaureate, Women, Gender, and Sexuality.
Stanwood

   Bailey R. Dixon, Senior, Bioengineering; Veaya M. Holzknecht, Senior, Environmental Sciences; Hannah C. Lull, Sophomore, Creative Writing; Emily M. Van Belle, Senior, Biology.

Stevenson

   Lee Lynn Thompson, Senior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences.

Sumner

   Jaden C. Kent, Senior, Finance; Phineas J. McDermott, Senior, Zoology; Sierra K. Smith, Junior, Biology.

Tacoma

   Korey S. Forbes, Senior, Tourism, Rec, & Adventure Lead; Bethany G. Hayes, Post Baccalaureate, Natural Resources; Iris A. Lawson, Sophomore, Business Administration; Emma F. Meyers, Senior, Sociology; Evan P. Olden, Sophomore, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences.

   Solana A. Sartain, Senior, Environmental Sciences; Blanca C. Vielma, Sophomore, Psychology; Sydney J. Wright, Sophomore, Biology.

Tukwila

   Kristina H. Peterson, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Tumwater

   Madeline D. Hendricksen, Freshman, General Engineering; Elijah W. Jones, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Joshua M. Kukas, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Thuy Tien Q. Triggs, Senior, Psychology.
University Pl

Emily A. King, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Gabriel F. Thomison, Freshman, Biology.

University Place

Kenneth W. Chambers, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science; Autumn Long, Junior, Psychology; Nicholas W. Murdach, Senior, Kinesiology; Kaden P. Nager, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Maxwell P. Peterson, Senior, Accountancy.

Shelby Surprenant, Senior, Chemical Engineering.

Valleyford

Ana C. Wilson, Junior, Outdoor Products.

Vancouver

Holley Bergfeld, Senior, Public Health; Brielle E. Choquer, Sophomore, General Engineering; Brandi Cruzan, Senior, Psychology; Cameron W. Dye, Junior, Business Administration; Mark Farris, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science.

Elena Gavrilov, Senior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences; Logan A. Hamilton, Sophomore, Management; Sam T. Hang, Senior, Speech Communication; Jamie L. Hoover, Junior, Psychology; Gavin L. Hurt, Sophomore, General Engineering.

Natalie R. Kupperman, Senior, Apparel Design; Austin I. Lauser, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Jarad D. Mckinney, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Crystal Moore, Senior, Natural Resources; Carson J. Mowrer, Senior, Economics.

Molly A. Myers, Senior, Management; Nickalaus Nielsen, Senior, Geography & Geospatial Science; Isabelle M. Olinger, Freshman, Psychology; Elise M. Schey, Senior, Accountancy; Alec Sobotka, Post Baccalaureate, Food Science and Technology.


Vashon
Lucinda J. Boyle, Junior, Natural Resources; Kathryne R. Herold-Daniels, Senior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences; Matilda R. Stricherz, Junior, Political Science.

Washougal

Maggie T. Hungerford, Senior, Business Administration; Meryl R. Keeler, Senior, General Engineering; Isabella J. Nicholson, Sophomore, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Raj S. Shergill, Freshman, Psychology; Wyatt Sims, Freshman, General Engineering.

White Salmon

Eric A. Schneider, Junior, Mathematics.

Woodinville

Julianna K. Barker, Freshman, General Engineering; Abigail C. Buhrmann, Freshman, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology; Alexa L. Dietz, Senior, Bioengineering; Tyler A. Doyle, Sophomore, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Carissa E. DuBois, Senior, Human Development and Family Science.

Ashleigh M. Mifsud, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Shana L. Milton, Senior, Environmental Sciences; Asia Parati, Freshman, General Engineering; John L. Puckett, Senior, Business Administration; Anna E. Rodgers, Senior, Marketing.

Alexander O. Vogt, Junior, Computer Science.

Woodland

Tyler E. Hughes, Sophomore, Computer Science.

Woodway

Michael T. Bauer, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt.
Yakima

Shawn L. Calkins, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies.

WEST VIRGINIA

Elkins

Warren L. McClane, Junior, Natural Resources.

WISCONSIN

Boscobel

Annie L. Barrows, Senior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences.

Burlington

Carly J. Rohn, Freshman, Environmental Sciences.

Cedarburg

Nicholas Reitano, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science.

Cudahy

Andrew W. Foys, Freshman, Horticulture.

Hartland

John W. Payne, Sophomore, Geography & Geospatial Science.
Madison

Natalie B. Denlinger Drumm, Junior, Environmental Engineering; Jacob S. O'Brien, Sophomore, Civil Engineering.

Mc Farland

Emma M. Schwedrsky, Sophomore, Public Policy.

Milwaukee

Keshaben A. Patel, Junior, Zoology; Alison D. Wortz, Junior, Zoology.

New Berlin

Tim Rink, Post Baccalaureate, Zoology.

Plover


Rothschild

Ashlee Bender, Freshman, Zoology.

Superior

Madelynne A. Shovein, Sophomore, Zoology.
WYOMING

Cheyenne


Sheridan

Susanna Stone, Senior, Anthropology.

About Oregon State University: As one of only three land, sea, space and sun grant universities in the nation, Oregon State serves Oregon and the world by working on today’s most pressing issues. Our more than 34,000 students come from across the globe, and our programs operate in every Oregon county. Oregon State receives more research funding than all of the state’s comprehensive public universities combined. At our campuses in Corvallis and Bend, marine research center in Newport and award-winning Ecampus, we excel at shaping today’s students into tomorrow’s leaders.